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KingsofUCF
Knights beat Thundering Herd 47-13 at
Homecomingon Saturday-sEESPORTS,A10
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Freshman dies in car crash Friday
Theta Chi brothers, friends remember him
Theta Chi Fraternity.
Around 11:30 p.m., Forehand was turning left from
Black strips of cloth North Alafaya Trail onto Pepwrapped the arms of students perdine Place when his Jeep
at the Homecoming game in· struck another car, according
honor of a UCF student who to a Florida Highway Patrol
press release.
died Friday night.
The impact caused the
Michael Forehand, 18, was
a freshman business major Jeep Cherokee to roll, partialand recently inducted mem- ly ejecting Forehand, who
ber of the UCF chapter of the · was not wearing his seatbelt.

JENNY ANDREASSON
News Editor

)

He was pronounced dead at
the scene.
About 15 of Forehand's
Theta Chi brothers and other
friends wore black arm bands
to Saturday's game in remembrance of their friend.
"The guys who wore them
wanted some way to remember Mike," Theta Chi Chapter
PLEASE SEE

FRIENDS ON A6

COURTESY ZACH SEGAL

Collage posted on the Facebook group':Mike Forehand-Who everyone knows and loves."

Two 8-year-old twin boys really know
the fashion for the season.Jared and
Justin Serovich invented the"Rip Away
1000,"orwedgie-proofunderwear.
"When the person tries to grab you like the bully orthe person tries to give
you a wedgie - they just rip away,"
Justin said

Students

tackle
climate

Nature

Clubs, businesses parade across campus
AMANDA WELCH
Contributing Writer

.
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DIVERSITY FORUM
BEGINS TODAY FROM
6 P.M. TO 9 P.M.
Delta Phi Lambda,Asian Interest .
Sorority Inc. and the Office of Diversity
Initiatives will host a diversity forum .
titled"Breaking the Stereotypes,"
today from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. in HPA
Room 112.

UCF hosted its first oncampus Homecoming Parade
Saturday morning.
Sixty-two groups participated, including the ll or 12
floats assembled by students
the night before the event,
said Homecoming 2007
· Parade Chair Hye Jung Kim.
The caravan of fire trucks,
cheerleaders and other
assemblies began snaking
around Gemini Boulevard at
9:30 a.m. Knights fans gathered along the street and
erected tents to prepare for
cheering and tailgating.
"This is the climax of
Homecoming," said junior
Matthew Higgins, a marketing major. "I've been looking
forward to this all year."
The
UCF
Marching
Knights performed while
other participants worked to
bolster the enthusiasm of the
applauding crowd
'We were dancing, laughing and screaming even
though we were running off
two hours sleep," said Kate
Bartelski, a

political science major on the
LEAD Scholars' Scooby-Doo
team.
LEAD Scholars and the
other groups of students participating in the Homecoming competition organized
themselves at 8 p.m. the night
before in the parking lots of
University Tower and the
Research Pavilion.
They had until 5 a.m. to
turn tne wooden planks,
paints and other materials
into winning floats. Many finished hours beforehand
because they had already preassembled the major pieces
of their floats.
"I don't see us out here
past 12 a.m.," said Matthew
Macar, a digital media major.
His team consisted of
members from Theta Chi,
Alpha Xi Delta and Delta Tau
Delta. They were preparing
to put the finishing touches
on a 9-foot papier-mache tree,
which would tower over
Sleepy Hollow's headless
horseman the next morning.
'M we really need to do is
paint,'' he said.
.
After the teams were
finished, one member at
a
time
was

• •
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16 UCF students
attend D.C. summit
TARA YOUNG
Staff Writer

Sixteen UCF students
joined with more than 5,000
students from across the
nation in Washington, D.C.,
Friday to kick off a weekend
of confronting
climate
change head-on.
Power Shift 2007, the first
national youth summit of its
kind, was created to bring
young adults from around the
country together to solve the
climate crisis.
"The goal of Power Shift is
to basically bring students
together to unite all of the
amazing activists from across
the nation and get more people involved and updated on
the climate issues," Power
Shift National Organizer
Natalie De Sole said.
·
Through
workshops,
speakers and a final day of
action and lobbying .on Capitol Hill, the students hope to
convey a strong message to
the U.S. national leaders that
they will not stand for apathy

PHOTOS BYASHLEY KOEHLER I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Student Body Pre; iilent Brandie Hollinger and Vice President Logan Berkowitz, above,
wave to the crowd during the Hometoming Parade Saturday. Psychology major Maggie
Walter, below, laughs at the a~tics of the float riders during the parade.

·required to stay with the float
until 7 a.m., Kim said. Police
then escorted the floats to
their starting points on Central Florida Boulevard.
"Other than waking up at
5:30 a.m. in the freezing cold,
it was extremely fun," said
Andrew Heeren, a freshman
molecular engineering major.
"Everything went smoothly,
and the action taking place on
our float made it unique."
Heeren's team, the Honors
Congress, built a float based
on their theme, "Fairy Tales
Gone Wrong."

They constructed a cage
popping out of the pages of an
open book, in which seven
UCF students, dressed as
princesses, were trapped.
Beside them was a stack of
seven damsel-in-distress fairy
tales, such as Snow White
and Sleeping Beauty, with
corresponding deadly sins
scrawled in red paint beside
their titles.
"Buffalo," an evil witch
PLEASESEE
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SURGERY ACOMPLETE
SUCCESS: ASTRONAUTS
FIX SOLAR PANEL

Research
event gives
voice.t o
fresh ideas

Astronauts successfully unfurled a tom
solar power wing at the International
Space Station after spacewalker Scott
Parazynski cut loose a tangled clump
of wires and patched everything up.
His emergency surgery saved the solar
panel - and the space station.

STEVE MULLIS

NATION &WORLD, A4

Contributing Writer

PILEUP ALONG FOGGY .
HIGHWAY KILLS 2,
INJURES DOZENS
More than 100 cars and trucks crashed
on a fog-shrouded freeway Saturday,
killing at least 2 people and injuring
dozens more, the California Highway
Patrol said.Eighteen big rig~were
involved in the massive pileup.
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UCF women depict
2008 with beauty

TODAY'S
WEATHER

SUNNY

79° 56°
HIGH LOW

LEAH GRICE
Contributing Writer

Twelve UCF co-eds in bikinis
are showcased in the 2008 Campus
Girls USA Orlando edition calendar.
Celebrating
its
one-year
anniversary, the Campus Girls USA
calendar spans 16 months and features 12 girls from UCF. This is the
first year UCF has been a part of the
:'l

UCF professors and students participated in the
annual Sigma Xi Student
Research Conference over
the weekend.
Sigma Xi, founded in 1886
at Cornell University, is an
international honor society
of science and engineering.
The society now has almost
60,000 members who were
elected to membership
based on their research
potential or achievement~.
More than 200 members
of the group have won the
Nobel Prize.
This year's conference
ran from Thursday through
Sunday at the Rosen Shingle
Creek Resort in Orlando.

lineup.
The calendar was initially
launched in 2006 at just the University of Iowa. Fifteen girls posed
for the Iowa edition. This year,
Trevor Debth, president and
founder of Campus Girls USA,
decided to expand and produce
nine different calendars in seven
different states: Iowa, Miiinesota,
Wisconsin,
Ohio,
Texas,
Louisiana and Florida.
''When the Campus Girls
USA project began, we believed
PLEASE SEE

CALENDAR ON A7

COURTESY CAMPUSGIRLSUSA.COM

PLEASE SEE

Jennifer Sensenbaugh adorns the cover of the Orlando edition of the calendar.
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Stereotype forum begins today
Delta Phi Lambda, AsianInterest Sorority Inc. and the
Office of Diversity Initiatives
will host a diversity forum titled
"Breaking the Stereotypes,"
today from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. in
Health and Public Affairs Room
112.
The forum will focus on the
stereotypes our student body
has encountered and how these
stereotypes have affected their
opinions, choices and emotions.

SGA hosts town hall meeting
Student Government Association will be hosting a town
hall meeting Tuesday from 5
p.m. to 6:30 p.m. in the lobby
area of Tower ill. Students can
raise questions and concerns to
SGA officials. Food and drinks
will be provided:

Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Surgery a complete success:
Astronauts fix ripped solar panel
CAPE CANAVERAL
Astronauts
successfully
unfurled a torn solar power
wing at the International Space
Station on Saturday after spacewalker Scott Parazynski cut a
tangled clump of wires loose
and patched everything up..
His emergency surgery
saved the solar energy panel and the space station.
In the tense buildup to the
spacewalk - one of the most
difficult and dangerous ever
attempted - NASA repeatedly
warned that station construction would have to be halted if
the wing could not be fixed.
The prospect was so grave
that NASA felt it had no choice
but to put Parazynski practically right up against the swaying
power grid, which was coursing
with more than 100 volts of
electricity. No other astronaut
had ever been so far away from
the safe confines of the cabin.
Even before Parazynski
made his way back inside, the
radio traffic was full of cheers
and congratulations.
Parazynski worked on the
damage for more than two
hours, cutting hinge and guide
wires that became snarled and
snagged the wing when it was
being extended Tuesday. The
astronauts had just relocated a
massive beam at the space station, and finished extending its
first solar power wing, when
the second wing got hung up
after extending only 90 feet.
Parazynski, 46, an emergency medical doctor before
becoming an astronaut, looped
PLEASE SEE
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The cast of Rich Weirdoes poses after their fifth anniversary shadow cast of the The Rocky Horror Picture Show Wednesday.The Rich Weirdoes are an ensemble troupe of Rocky
Horror Picture Show fans who know the movie inside and out. They dress up as characters from th~ film on the second Friday-and Saturday of each month and on holidays.

Rocky Horror
taki~ Halloween
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"It was incredibly amazing," said

, Rich Weirdoes proud to
specialize in 'blue humor'
WHITNEY HAMRICK

LOCAL
&STATE

•

The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968

President Hitt holds open forum
President John Hitt and
Provost Terry Hickey, along
with the university's vice presidents, will be hosting an open
forum for students from 11:30
a.m. to 1 p.m. Tuesday in the
Key West Ballroom of the Student Union.
All students are invited to
come. For more information,
contact
scherepo@mail.ucf.edu.

•

Staff Writer

The Rich Weirdoes' fifth anniversary shadow cast of The Rocky Horror
Picture Show on Wednesday can best
be described as decadent debauchery
at its finest in a succession of [expletive
deleted], [expletive deleted] and
, [expletive deleted].
The Rich Weirdoes, who take their
name from a famous line in the movie,
are an ensemble troupe of enthusiastic
Rocky Horror fans who know everything about the movie. They spend the
second Friday and Saturday of every
month and major holidays dressing up
in thigh-high fishnet stockings, mimicking the movie's every shot and
yelling obscenities at the screen as the
audience does the same.
The Halloween performance lasted
from 10 p.m. to 1 a.m. and included a
pre-show by singer-songwriter Mick
with a C and the Rich Weirdoes
Dancers lip-synching to Michael Jackson's
"Ghost of Jealousy" and
''Thriller."
Attendees dressed up for the sheer
joy of the evening and also in celebration of Halloween. They wore a range
of costumes depicting various characters from Rocky Horror to Andy
Warhol, Marie Antoinette and Emotep, a mix between the sub-Gultural
music following and the Egyptian High
Priest Imhotep.
A pre-judged costume contest also
preceded the main event. Honorable
mentions received bracelets representing the seven deadly sins, and top
prizes for the best Rocky Horror costume included limited edition posters
from its VHS release and the original
theater production.

Gian-Karlo Alvarez, a 19-year..:old general business major who dressed as
Waluigi from Super Mario Bros.
"I've been to a couple, and they put
out a great show," said Alex Carroll, a
25-year-old Full Sail alumnus who
wore a tuxedo T-shirt.
"It was the best expletive deleted
thing in the wprld," said Pyro Alvarez,
an 18-year-old psychology major who
dressed as a priest.
As the audience filled the 300-plus
seats to capacity, cigarette girls sold
prop bags for $5 each that contained
the bare essentials for audience participation: an event program to tell you
how to use the toilet paper, a jingly bell,
a condom, a newspaper, a party hat, a
latex glove, two playing cards, a handful of rice, confetti and a noisemaker in
the bag.
All proceeds from the merchandise
went to the troupe fund
If you have a delicate disposition or
have never been to a live viewing, there
are a few things you need to know.
"Go with people you know have
been before or who have at least seen
[the movie]. Otherwise you'll be in for
quite a shock," said Katherine Wil- .
helmsen, a 21-year-old elementary education major who was decked out in a
cap with a pale face and black lipstick.
If you have never been before, you
are what is known as a Rocky Horror
virgin. They will find you in the crowd
and call you to the stage for the Rich
Weirdoes Sobriety Test.
"Live shows of Rocky Horror have a ·
mythic reputation," said Logan Donahoo, the night's master of ceremonies.
Donahoo described a hypothetical
situation where an audience member
was asked to simulate crude, physical
motions with expired deli meat while
bleating like a goat.
·
"We don't do anything quite like
that, but all our stuff is considered blue
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Dr. Fran-N-Furter, originally played by Tim Curry,
performs Wednesday at the Loews Universal Cineplex.

humor, which is a technical theater
term for sexually explicit comedy,"
Donahoo said.
Don't worry, it's consensual, and if
you're under 18, by law, you don't have
to do it.
"Rocky Horror Picture Show is an
invaluable facet to American culture,
and to all those who have not seen it
and are considering seeing it, if sucking
red Gatorade through a tampon
sounds weird, you'd better get used to
the idea," said Zachary Murray, an 18year-old digital media major.
And that is indeed what the selected
virgins had to do: suck red Gatorade
from a tampon and run the mouthful
across the stage and spit it into a cup.
Shows are $9. For more information,
visit www.richweirdoes.com
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Tuesday

Today: Sunny with a North northwest wind between 5 and 10 mph.
Tonight: Mostly clear with an East
northeast wind around 5 mph
becoming calm.
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High:-81°
Low:56°
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MOSTLY SUNNY

High:70°
Low:50°
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doctor played by freshman
Brendan Monaghan, brandished his scepter at the
crowd from his perch on top
of the books.
The teams aboard their
floats, which also included
themes such as "Knightmare
on Elm Street" and "The
Addams Family," heightened
their enthusiasm as they
passed through Memory Mall,
where the judging area was
located
· According to the rules
packet, the teams competed
for 800 of the possible 5,000
points for the overall competition. The points were allotted
based on appearance, creativity, use of theme and spirit.
The winners were announced
at the awards ceremony on
Sunday. The Pi Beta Phi, Beta
Theta Pi, Phi Gamma Delta
and Iota Phi Theta team wonfor large organizations and
Honors Congress won for
small organizations.
Only about half of the 62

)

)

)

)

participating units were student organizations, Kim said
The other half consisted of
businesses such as Smoothie
King, represented by the
smoothie x;nascot, and other
organizations · such as the
Orange County Fire Department.
Kim said that holding the
parade on campus simplified
the process.
"For float construction, it
was always hard to just keep
going back and forth as far as
forgetting to bring something,
or if you just wanted to sleep
for a couple of hours," she
said "Through my experience
this year, students were in and
out of the designated parking
lots and were able to go home
and come back. It made it a lot
easier for them."
She also said the ease was
evident in the overall success
of the parade.
"We didn't have any problems whatsoever," she said.
"Everybody did an amazing
job and were so helpful and.
cooperative."

.l

ASHLEY KOEHLER I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The theme for the UCF Homecoming this year was "Tales ofTerror," which was evident in
the floats created for the parade. This was the first time the parade has been on campus.

Students renovate kids' library
JESSICA TUGGLE
Contributing Writer

Six UCF b,usiness majors
are helping to renovate an
empty house and create a
library for a children's
organization.
On Oct. 2, the group spent
the day at the gutted house
painting and sanding bookshelves. They were also
instrumental in getting
about 250 books donated for
the library for the Girls and
Boys Town of Central Florida. The house-turned-multimedia center is expected to
be completed in spring 2008.
The students' goal is to
finish the library section of
the center so that children
can have a place to read
books, work puzzles and
study.
The students are enrolled
in a cornerstone course,
which is designed to teach
business students about
working with community
partners as clients, the
course instructor, Lauryn
Migenes, said.
In preparation for their
work, the UCF students took
a tour of the facilities with
Terry Knox, the development director of the GBTCF.
"We didn't get to see
many of · the kids, just
enough to get excited about
the project," said Mary
Huizenga, a team member.
Business proposals, contracts, donation requests and
client correspondence take
up much of the team's time,
but the actual labor involved
was what drew them to

This real world experience can be made through
being part of a team and
brainstorming ideas such as
this cornerstone project.
"The best thing about
service learning for me is
that it's not what I can do, it's
what we can do," Cory Teolis
said. "I will always remember that, even out of school."
The Girls and Boys Town
of Central Florida is a privately, funded organization
that provides temporary
housing for abused, aban-·
doned and neglected children. In its 21 years of existence, the facility has
directly helped more than
14,100 chitdren, according to
COURTESY MARY HUIZENGA
Greg Zbylut, the executive
Mike Post, 22, stains a bookshelf as part of a project to build a library for the Girls and
director.
Boys Town of Central Florida. He is one of six UCF students involved in the project.
In 2005 alone, 1,315 children and 128 families
assist the GBTCF with the air-conditioning
unit received help from the servlibrary project.
installed. Car washes and a ices of the Demetree Cam"We
outlined
our hot dog stand are in the pus in Oviedo, which is the
strengths as a group and works for future fundraising second-oldest and largest
decided that we would be efforts, Elwonger said.
location outside the national
most beneficial with a hands"It's almost a mini busi- headquarters in Boys Town,
on project because of our ness," Huizenga said. ''We're Neb., Zbylut said.
man power," Huizenga said.
learning how to work togethHuizenga said that she
Partnering with UNO's er and work with clients in a hoped the team's involvePizzeria for a "doughraiser," professional manner."
ment would encourage and
the students raised about
Team member Andrew inspire the children to con$211 for the center and plan Gaffka said he thought it tinue their studies in school.
on using the money to pur- would help to prepare them
Zbylut said that the team,
chase a couch.
for the real world.
by its positive example, has
The students sei;ured
"It simulates the business made a difference in the chil$2,000 from a donor who world very well," he said.
drens' lives.
wished to remain anonyUCF Service Learning
"They [the children] see
mous, which will provide the Director Amy Zeh said that. that [the students] have
library with brand new service learning is spreading goals and realize t hat they
wood flooring.
to many different fields of can do it too," he said.
Team member ' Barry study, including business,
For more information
Elwonger said that the next because it matches "real about donations, contact the
phase of the project is to world experience with prac- Girls and Boys Town of Censecure the funds to have an tical application."
tral Florida at 407-366-3667.
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five makeshift braces into the
wing to reinforce a partially
ripped hinge. They resembled big white stitches.
Parazynski counted down
- ''three, two, one, snip" - as
he sliced the guide wire with
a pair of cutters. To everyone's relief, the 90-foot length
of cut wire retracted smoothly into its reel at the base of
the wing, where Wheelock
slowed its speed with a gripping tool.

The University of Central Florid?
Announces APublic Forum:

•
•

A co-curricular component of the "UCF General Education Program Unifying 1beme: Environmem and Global Climate
Change," with the cooperation of UCF Global Perspectives Office, UCF Office of Undergraduate Studies, UCF Student
Development and Enrollment Services, UCF Student Government Association, UCF Department of Public
Administration, UCF Burnett Honors College, UCF Focus the Nation, UCF Political Science Department and the Global
Connections Foundation

f

Apresentation by

Church volunteer in Lakeland
accused of having sex with boys

B.K.BANGASH I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Police officers arrest a human rights activist who condemned the emergency rule
imposed by military ruler President Pervez Musharraf in Pakistan on Sunday.

LAKELAND -A 40-yearold church volunteer had sexual contact with several
teenage boys he met through
a youth ministry, offering
some money for sex acts or to
keep quiet, police said
Marshal Seymour was
jailed Sunday on charges of
using a child in sexual performance, unlawful- sexual
activity with a minor and
tampering with evidence.
Bond was set at $325,000.
Seymour moved to Lakeland in 1999 and began volunteering at the First Baptist
Church at the Mall, police
said. A church background
check reportedly did not
show the battery conviction.
The first victim to come
forward said he met Seymour
through the church and'
worked for him at a business
he owned. Police said Seymour acknowledged having
sexual encounters over the
past year with the teen.
Some said Seymour paid
them for sex, and some said·
he paid them hush money.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Education Department issues
new student loan regulations
On Thursday, The Educa. tion Department issued longawaited regulations governing student loans, covering
relationships between colleges and lenders, and- perhaps as important- between
state and federal authorities.
The regulations, which take
effect in July, come at the end
of a year marked by investigations into the nation's $85-billion-a'"year
student-loan
industry, led by New York
State's attorney general,
Andrew M. Cuomo.
The
changes largely
adhere to the proposals the
department submitted for
public comment in June,
including a requirement that
any college giving its students
a list of preferred lenders
must have at least three
lenders on that list.
Comments accompanying
the regulations also contain
an explicit statement that federal law supersedes state law.
Some lenders requested
such language, saying it may
afford them better protection
against complaints from Mr.
Cuomo and other state attorney generals when the
lenders are abiding by federal
guidelines.
"It is well settled that any
state law that conflicts with,
or 'stands as an obstacle to the
accomplishment and execution of the full purposes and
objectives' of, federal law is
pre-empted," the Education
Department said in the comments.
Yet the department, just as
quickly, reminded lenders
that they were not getting a
blanket exemption from state
laws.
"The regulations that
we're putting out there, I
· think, are definitive on eligibility for federal aid,". the
under secretary of education,
Sara Martinez Tucker, said in
a conference call Wednesday
with reporters. '~d then
obviously they'll have to do
what they have to do within
their ·states to comply with
consumer-protection laws."
Exact definitions on any
specific overlaps between
state and federal rules may be
decided in future rule-making
sessions, the Education
Department said in its notice
Thursday, published· in the
Federal Register.

Massive 1>ileup along foggy
highway kills 2, injures dozens

Israel's top negotiator identifies
problems with peace deal

FRESNO, Calif. - More
than 100 cars and trucks
crashed on a fog-shrouded
freeway Saturday, killing at
least two people and injuring dozens more, the California Highway Patrol said
Eighteen big rigs were
involved in the massive pileup on Highway 99 just south
of Fresno as patches of
dense fog obscured visibility
on the heavily traveled roadway, CHP officials said.
A 5-year-old l;>oy and a 26year-old man traveling in
separate vehicles were killed
in the chain-reaction collisions around 7:45 a.m., CHP
Officer Paul Solorzano Jr.
said ·
Morris Taylor, 61, of San
Antonio, was arrested Saturday on a misdemeanor
drunken driving charge, said
CHP Officer Kirk Arnold
Rescuers had to extract
several people from the
wreckage, and paramedics
took more than three dozen
patients to the hospital with
injuries, Fresno Fire Department
spokesman
Ken
Shockley said.
Hours after the accident,
the freeway was littered
with smashed cars and
trucks, broken glass, auto
parts and blood.
A big rig carrying stacked
crates of live turkeys was
stranded on the normally
busy highway.
Two of the big rigs leaked
90 gallons of diesel fuel onto
the freeway when their fuel
tanks ruptured, but the
diesel was contained. No
hazardous materials were
spilled, CHP officials said.
Crash victims gathered
on the freeway shoulder
near the wreckage, waiting
to be interviewed by investigators.

JERUSALEM - At the
outset of Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice's latest
diplomatic mission to the
Mideast, Israel's top negotiator on Sunday acknowledged problems trying to
frame a blueprint for a peace
deal with the Palestinians.
The two sides are at odds
over whether a plan _s hould
spell out ways to resolve
issues that have derailed
peace talks in the past.
Those mainly are final borders between Israel and a
future Palestinian state, sovereignty over disputed
Jerusalem and a solution for
Palestinians who became
refugees after Israel's creation in 1948.
The Palestinians are
pushing for a detailed agreement. Israel wants a more
vague document that would
give it flexibility. The Palestinians also want a deadline
for establishing a state, even
though earlier deadlines
have been set and ignored.
The Palestinians, by contrast, openly have discussed
their dissatisfaction with
Israel's desire for vagueness
and its objection to drafting
a timeline for an accord. An
outline for a peace deal is
supposed to be the centerpiece of the international
conference that President
Bush hopes will include
major Arab states, including
some that do not recognize
Israel.
The initial, outline agreement would provide a
springboard for full-fledged
negotiations on producing a
Palestinian state. The meeting, is expected to take place
in late November or December in Annapolis, Md.

Egypt unveils King Tut's face 85
years after discovery of tomb

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan
Police and soldiers
emboldened by state of
emergency powers swept up
hundreds of activists and
opposition members on
Sunday, dragged away protesters shouting "Shame on
you!", and turned government buildings into barbedwire compounds.
Gen. Pervez Musharraf>s
government said parliamentary elections could be
delayed up to a year as it
tries to stamp out a growing
Islamic militant threat.
Less than 24 hours after
the order was issued, militants in the Afghan border
freed 211 captured Pakistani
soldiers in exchange for the
army's decision to free 28
insurgents, including some
allegedly connected to suicide attacks, officials said
Crucial parliamentari
elections had been scheduled for January, bq.t Prime
Minister Shaukat Aziz said
the polls could be delayed
up to a year. Aziz said up to
500 people were detained
nationwide in 24 hours.
Among them were Javed
Hashmi, the acting president
of the party of former Prime
Minister Nawaz Sharif;
cr~cket star-turned politi- ·
cian, Imran Khan; Asma
Jehangir, chairman of the
independent Human Rights
Commission of Pakistan;
and Hamid Gul, fonner chief
of the main intelligence
agency and a critic of
Musharra.f.
·
Musharraf's emergency
order suspended the 1973
constitution.
Seven of the 17 Supreme
Court judges immediately
rejected the order, aI}d only
five agreed to take the·oath
of office under the new provisional constitution.

LUXOR, Egypt - The
face of King Tut was
unshrouded in public for the
first time on Sunday - 85
years after the 3,000-yearold boy pharaoh's golden
enshrined
tomb
and
mummy were discovered in
Luxor's famed Valley of the
Kings.
Archeologists removed
the mummy from his stone
sarcophagus in his underground tomb, momentarily
pulling aside a white linen
covering to reveal a shriveled leathery black face and
body. .
The mummy of the 19year-old pharaoh, whose life
and death has captivated
people for nearly a century,
was placed in a climate-controlled glass box in the tomb,
with only the face and feet
showing under the linen
covering.
Hawass said scientists
began restoring King Tut's
badly damaged mummy
more than two years ago.
Much of the mummy's body
is broken into 18 pieces damage sustained when
British
archaeologist
Howard Carter discovered
the mummy, took it from his
tomb and tried to pull off his
famous
golden
mask,
Hawass said.
The mystery surrounding
King Tutankhamun and his
glittering gold tomb has
entranced ancient Egypt
fans since Carter first discovered the hidden tomb on
Nov. 4, 1922, revealing a
trove of fabulous gold and
precious stone treasures.
Hawass said along With
putting . Tut on display,
experts will begin another
project trying to determine
the pharaoh's precise royal
lineage.
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Noted consumer advocate, former
presidential candidate for the
Green Party, honored by Time
magazine as "One of the I00 Most
Influential Americans of the
Twentieth Century," and author of
several best-selling books
including Perversion ofJustice in
America and Crashing the J>.arty:
How to Tell the Truth .and Still Run
for Pr~s ident
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Cyclists subject to pricey fines, may get new co-op
JENNIFER HEIMBURG.
StaffWriter

)

'

A remedy to traffic and
parking problems on campus
could be just ~ costly as driving a car after all.
Alex Berkun, a political science senior and environmental
and sustainability coordinator
for the Student Government
Association, received a citation
on Oct. 22 for running a stop
· sign on his bicycle. The fme
amol.inted to $120.
Cpl.
James
Roop,
spokesman for the UCF Police
Department, said that bicyclists are subject to many of
the same rules that motor
vehicle drivers are. This
includes driving at night without lights and running stop
signs.
The fmes for breaking
these rules are also the same
for bicyclists as they are for
drivers, which could be a problem for students who are riding bikes because they can't
afford cars, Berkun said
"This $120 ticket is taking

most of what I make in SGA in
a week," Berkun said.
He said that the fme is also
taking away from the money
he needs to afford living
expenses.
Plans are underway to start
a bicycle cooperative on campus, using the . $5,000 bike
repair budget allotted by SGA
The co-op would function as a
student-run bike repair facility
where students can build their
own bikes from the ground up
using donated parts.
After initial start-up costs,
which would include procuring a space and tools, the shop
. would be entirely sustainable,
running on bike donations and
volunteer help, Berkun said.
A similar cooperative exists
in Tallahassee near Florida
State University called "Krank
it Up!" They receive old bikes
as donations and have all the
tools necessary for bike
repairs. People at the co-op
volunteer their time to help
students learn how to build
and fix their own bikes. In
return, students learn a skill

that they can pass on, Berkun
said
Berkun said he is working
to analyze the costs and logistics for starting a c9-0p at UCF,
an effort that he thinks will be
beneficial to students.
"If a student would like a
bicycle and doesn't have the
money, they can go there and
build their own bike for free
and ... repair their bike and do
all the maintenance on it for
free, all while training others
on bike repair," Berkun said.
"It's kind of a culture. It's really
different than a [typical] shop,
because you're not paying
someone
for
individual
repairs."
Plans for the cooperative
include weekly workshops
where new people can learn
the basics of building and
repairing bikes and become a
member of the co-op.
The geography of Orlando
lends itself to biking as an
alternate form of transportation, political science senior
Eric Eingold said.
"We live in a community

that we can easily get from cyclists meet at a location and explained. ''A cop can deterpoint A to point B with our ride together in a pack through mine at their own will whether
the city.
or not an individual is hinderbikes," Eingold said.
According to the event Web ing traffic. That makes it very
Citing bicyclists for traffic
violations on campus reverses site, the idea started in San difficult to have a Critical Mass
efforts to promote this as a Francisco in 1992 and has since ride."
Other movements, such as
method of alternative trans- spread to other cities around
the world. Critical Mass rides th~ Red Bicycle Society and the
portation, Eingold s'aid
"Treating bikes and cars the aim to raise driver awareness of Parrot Liberation Brigade, have
same way defies logic," Ein- cyclists' rights and get drivers been formed by students to
increase bike culture and
gold said. "It's beyond ridicu- used to sharing the roads.
The Orlando Critical Mass awareness at UCF by providing
lous."
Safety and sharing the road meets at 5:30 p.m. at the west a bicycle-sharing program and
are the biggest issues that side of Lake Eola Park, on Ros- by generating awareness of
alind Avenue and Washington decreasing fossil fuels.
cyclists face, Berkun said.
"UCF is in the middle of a lot
"Bicyclists have it hard," Street, in front of the amphitheBerkun said "I get the fmger ater on the last Friday of each of strange areas; I don't think
this area has adapted to UCF
regularly, just for riding my month.
Critical Mass rides have also being a college town yet,"
bike, and most of the people
been conducted at UCF, but Berkun said. "I think in time
doing it are students."
Berkun has also had eggs have been broken up by police, though, people will get used to
the idea, and maybe students
thrown at him by drivers while Berkun said.
"Although bikes can ride two won't be as afraid to ride their
riding his bike in the UCF area
He said he thinks respect from astride in any lane, if they hin- bikes because of either bad
drivers is a necessary part of der traffic, they cannot," he drivers or the police."
sharing the roads. Awareness . - -- - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - can be raised by increasing visibility of cyclists in the area. he
said
At' the worldwide Critical
Mass events, typically held on
the last Friday of each month.

, Green Goblins stress going green
JENNIFER HEIMBURG
Staff Writer
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In between a horde of allterrain vehicles and a semitruck of sorority members
emerged an unlikely float: a
gang of green-clad bicycle
riders led by a plug-in hybrid
car provided by the Physical
Plant Center for Energy and
Sustainability.
·
The Green Goblin Bicycle
Brigade was Focus the
Nation's contribution to the
UCF Homecoming Parade
Saturday morning. Instead of
the usual truck or car transporting depictions of the
Homecoming theme, FTN
paraded 14-deep with an electric car, three on foot and 10
on bicycles. .
Using the color green to
represent
sustainability,
Focus the Nation joined the
festivities to spread their
message to a broad group of
UCF students.
Parade-goers' responses
to the bicycle brigade varied
between screams of "I love
fossil fuels!" and "I hunt baby
ducklings!" to supportive
shouts of "Go green!" and
praise for being ''the only
positive message in the
parade."
Parade regulations kept
FTN's vision smaller than
they hoped. They originally
envisioned 30 to 40 bicycle
riders plus a foot clan to pass
out fliers and carry banners.
"I'm ·r eally glad we went
out, even though we could
only have 10 bikes," said
Gabriela Othon, research
specialist in the Office of
Global Perspectives and staff
adviser for Focus the Nation
at UCF. "It shows that there is
room for bikes in parades,
and if there's room for bikes
in parades, there's room for
bikes on the road"
The bicycle brigade's
intent was to enhance the
presence of FTN on campus,
get students involved in
upcoming events ~d educate people that climate
change is a shared problem
that everyone can create
solutions for, Othon said.
"We wanted to attract a
different type of audience," ·
said Natalia Paredes, a UCF
alumna and event organizer
for ~TN. "Homecoming
attracts a different crowd that
we could reach out to."
Focus the Nation is· a nonpartisan, university-led mobilization to raise awareness of
climate change and demand
solutions. The group is the
brainchild of Lewis and Clark
College economics professor
Eban Goodstein and their
work will culminate in a
nationwide summit on Jan. 31,
2008.
According to the Focus
the Nation Web site, Americans contribute more than 23
percent of the world's global
warming pollution but only
make up 4 pe rcent of the
world's popUlation. Goodstein explained that the United States must work to stabilize its own global-warming
poUution emissions, in order
for humans to keep global
warming under control
More than 1,000 institutions have signed up to participate in the Jan. 31 symposium, most of which are

JENNIFER HEIMBURG I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Focus the Nation members Amanda Farrell and Richard De Treville prepare with green face
paint for the Green Goblin Bicycle Brigade float in the Homecoming Parade Saturday.

colleges and universities,
according to the Web site.
UCF has been chosen to host
the live Webcast kick-off to the
event on Jan. 30.
Each participating school
will present the summit differently, some with concerts and
others with political roundtable discussions. But all will
get to vote on the top five
national priorities for action
on global warming, which will
be presented to Congress,
Paredes said
UCF's Focus the Nation
symposium will be an all-day

green expo in the Pegasus
Ballroom of the Student
Union, featuring an appearance by Goodstein.
"[We want it to be] like a
giant EPCOT pavilion with
interactive elements and displays," junior sociology major
Richard De Treville said
Focus the Nation is a new
organization at UCF sponsored by the Sociology Club
and brought to campus last fall
by sociology professor Penelope Canan.
What started with a couple
of graduate students has

grown to weekly meetings and
organized events, such as
''Who Killed the Electric Car,"
which was put' on in April and
featured a Toyota RAV4 electric car that students could
test drive and a screening of
the documentary film about
the history of ele~tric cars.
Each FTN event is headed r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- -- -- by a sub-committee, which
gives different people a
chance to·get involved. Members pool their expertise to
bring together each project.
Senior art major and FTN
member Amanda Farrell
Options • Advocacy • Education
screen-printed T-shirts for
· Our services include!
group members to wear dur• Crisis Intervention
• Education and 'lhuning
ing the parade, using the print•
Emotional
Support
& Practical A$istance
• Volunteer Opportunities
making equipment she has
•
Information
and
R
eferral
access to and help from fellow
FTN member De Treville.
All services free of charge and confi dential .
Working together and
working toward a solution is
the main priority of the group,
A UCF victim advocate is available 24/7
Othon said.
After hours, weekends, and holidays please call the
"This isn't about whether
Communications Center at 407-82~·5555.
or not climate change exists,"
Victim Services now has 2 locations:
she said. "That debate is over.
Main Office: 407-823-2425,
All we want to do is focus on
Monday - Thursday 8 AM - 6 PM, Friday 8 AM - 3 PM
solutions at every level of our
lives, everything from switchSHC 106: 407-823-6069,
ing to riding a bike more often
Monday - Thursday 10:30am-6pm, Friday Closed
to forcing our legislature to
invest in wind and solar
www.victimservices.ucf.edu
power."

When you need help..•
{ti UCF Victim Services
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Friends hold roadside service
FROM

Al

President Joe Kovecses said
on Sunday. "That seemed to
be the best way to show support for his family."
On Saturday night, more
than 50 friends and brothers
attended a somber roadside
memorial service for Forehand at the site of the accident, between University
House apartments and Pepperdine Place, Kovecses said.
Friends hung a cross high
on a tree and some placed
flowers beneath it. Forehand's
name was written in red on a
white brick that was placed in
front of the flowers. Some
friends also held candles.
Physical therapy major
Tanya Rutizer helped to
organize the memorial and is
also the creator of the Facebook group "Mike Forehand
- who everyone knows and
loves."
The group, created Saturday, already had more than
600 members by Sunday
afternoon.

"Jhe one thing
everyone .
remembers about
Mike is his smile."
TANYA RUTIZER
PHYSICAL THERAPY MAJOR

"He was a great person
who touched so many people," Rutizer wrote in an email. "He was always smiling
and happy, and always looked
at the good in people, never
the bad. He never judged anyone."
On the· Facebook site
friends have posted message~
for Forehand, and others have
shared the memories they
have of him, as well as posting
90photos.
Rutizer said many will
remember Forehand for his
smile.
"The one thing everyone
remembers about Mike is his
smile," she said. "He had the
biggest and brightest smile,

LAW OFFICE OF CRAIG A. SONNER, P~A.
'just because your name appears on a
police report does not mean you are guilty."
-
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FREE CONSULTATIONS ON:
Traffic Charges, DUI & ALL Criminal Charges
AVAILABLE 24 HOURS 407-260-6853
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Eco-Advocates member Alex Berkun shows off the bus the group rode to the global wanning summit in Washington, D.C. last week.

Summit included career fair
environmental justice move• ment; we need to green jobs,
and a business-as-usual atti- not jails."
·
tude any longer.
The list of speakers for the
"I hope to see that we take weekend included Judy
global warming niore serious- Bonds, director of Coal River
ly right now because it seems Mountain Watch, Carol
to be a big game in the media," Browner, administrator of the
Eco-Advocates
member Environmental Protection
Jhessye Moore-Thomas said. Agency and Ralph Nader.
''We've had enough of lobby- Although Al Gore and former
ists saying that it doesn't exist. president Jimmy Carter were
We need to get serious about invited to speak, they had not
this so we can help the future yet confirmed by the time the
and help future generations. event began.
People put our generation off
"Rev. Lennox Yearwood Jr.
as Generation Q - we're spoke on Friday and Saturday
quiet - but I want to be Gen- night, and I found him to be
eration L - -Generation really inspiring," · Berkun
Loud."
said. "He is a minister, comThe UCF group headed to munity activist and also active
Washington in two different in the hiir-hop movement, and
shifts, with one van leaving he spoke about how, unless
Thursday night and the other we have a diverse climate
leaving Friday afternoon. change and environmental
They checked their bags at justice movement, we won't
the Howard Johnson hotel for have any effect or make any
the weekend and divided four change.
rooms among the 16 people.
"We need to mobilize
Energy Action Coalition, minorities and people from
the main organizing group for diverse groups to create a
the event, put together a jam- br?~d .movement because if
packed agenda that included this IS Just a white movement
panel sessions, workshops run by white college students,
and tons of speakers in the ell- · then we're not going to go
· fields. anywhere."
mate and energy cnsis
Most of the sessions and
The event also hosted a
workshops were held at the green career fair where stuUniversity of Maryland, Col- dents could submit resumes
lege Park.
and mingle with some of the
The panel covered a vari- top green organizations in the
ety of topics, including nation. Some of the organiza"Green Your School," "The tions that participated mcludRole of Civil Disobedience in ed the Sierra Club, Rainforest
the Climate Movement," and Action Network, Greenpeace
"The Soul of Environmental- and National Wildlife Federaism: A Call for Deep Change tion.
Solutions."
On Monday, the final day
"The panel I liked the best of the event, students will
was titled 'Growing Green gather together to rally on the
Jobs' and was facilitated by Capitol Hill lawn before going
Billy Parish who is the major in to lobby their congressioncreator behind the campus al representative. Only one
climate challenge," Eco-Advo- member of the UCF group
cates member Alex Berkun will be staying for Monday's
said. "He talked about the activities. She, and others, will
growing green economy and be asking their representahow we need to create mil- tives to support legislation
lions of green jobs for low- such as the Safe Climate Act
income people because they and the Senate and House
are going to be affected the ·Energy Bills.
most by climate change. This
''We're going to be marchis an important aspect for the ing onto the Capitol and there
will be three things we're
FROM
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On Alafaya Trail, between University
House and Pepperdine Place, friends of
Michael Forehand placed flowers and
hung a cross on a·tree at the roadside
memorial service held on Saturday night. .

which could make anyone
smile in return."
Rutizer said Forehand
loved his Theta Chi brothers
and always talked abuqt
them. He also loved playing
all sorts of sports, such as
lacrosse, basketball and football.
He listened to just one
genre of music: rap.
"Everyone knows him
Crankin' Dat Soulja Boy," she
said.
A funeral service will be
held in · Forehand's hometown of Naples at 3 p.m. on
Wednesday at the First Baptist Church on 3000 Orange
Blossom Dr.
Rutizer is going to leave
for Naples on Tuesday morning to attend the service.
"He was my best friend,"
Rutizer said, "and no matter
who you were, you could
always talk to him."
Kovecses agrees.
"He was always there to
help anybody who needed
it," he said.
The driver of the second
vehicle received minor
injuries · and was taken to
Florid~
Hospital
East,
according to the release.
FHP is waiting for toxicology results from the medical
examiner to determine if
Forehand's accident was
alcohol-related, FHP spokeswoman Kim Miller said.
Fault has not yet been
determined.
"No charges have been
.flied," Miller wrote in an email Sunday. "But the law
states that you cannot make a
left tum in front of approaching traffic.
"So preliminarily, it looks
like [Forehand] is at fault, but
we will wait to complete our
investigation before we
come to a final analysis."

Across from Watertord Lakes Town Center.

Al

demanding," Moore-Thomas
said. "One is for the government to create green jobs,
approximately five million of
them, as well as cut carbon
emissions 80 percent by the
year 2050, and we want no
new coal because there's no
such thing as clean coal."
To help pay for expenses
for the trip, the group was
able to secure $1,500 in funding from the Student Government Association, the full
amount they requested
"Senate is always happy to
fund organizations to go on
events and hold events on
campus; That's what we're
here for,'' said Brian Peterson,
speaker of the Student Senate.
However, realizing that
$1,500 might not be enough
for 16 people, the group
turned to the biology department for help. After speaking
with the department chairs,
the group was granted an
extra $500 for their trip.
"One of the main emphfisis
points in the department is
ecology and conservation
biology, and that's consistent
with the goals in the Power
Shift event," said Laurence
von Kalm, associate chair of
biology. "It's an opportunity
for them to get a kind ofexposure that we can't offer in the
classroom, and hopefully they
will come back with an
improved understanding of
the issues and when they ·
graduate from our program
be in a better position to be
involved in decisions that
affect glob3..l climate change
and the environment."
When last spoken to, the
group was having a blast at
the event.
"Power Shift has been a
life-changing event for Irie,"
said civil and environmental
engineering major, Alex Hinkle. "It's amazing to see so
many people working for
such a great cause and to be
part of the largest national
global warming convention
ever. I really feel like our generation,is going to be able to
solve this global problem 't hat
affects so many people."
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Undecided and Searching for a Major?
· Exploring future career options?

UCF students are invited to att~nd the

Caribbean Culture .Nlght

Movie Night

November 1'5, 2007
·
6:00 p.m. - 8.:00 p.m.
Barba.ra Ying Center ·

November 15, 2007
6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Barbara Ying Center

The International Services
Center is hosting Culture
Night hlghJlghtlng '
Caribb~an history, flavor
and traditions. Please join
us for an exciting night of
food, music and dance. ·

We will feature a popular
movie on our 150" LCD
screen. Popcorn and·
refreshments are provided.

Desserts of the World
November 74, 2007
3:30 p m. - 5:00 p.m.
Barbara Ying Center

l

lnternatio~a,I

Services
Center and the Center for
Multicultural Multilingual
Studies will host an
informal reception
featuring desserts and
coffees from around the
world. Food will be
provided on a first-come
first-serve basis.
·

International Fair
November 16, 2007
9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p .m.
Pegasus Ballroom, Student
Union
Please join the International
Students Association in
celebrating our diversity at
the annual International
Fair. The Fair showcases the
rich cultures and countries
represented at UCF. There
will be plenty of food,
music, demonstrations and
performances. •

Maasai Tribe Panel
Discussion: Leaving the
1'ribe'for an American
Experience
November 16, 2oor ·
1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
.
Key West Ballroom, Student
Union
The panel discussion will
highlight the amazing an('.l
inspiring journey of three
students from the Maasai
tribe in Kenya who are
currently studying at
Marymount University in
Virginia. The students will
describe their background
and experience coming to
and studying in the United
States, the challenges they
·faced and the support they
received.

2nd annual , :'/
'
Alumni Mentoring Knight Progr~m

..

November 7, 2007
6:00 to 8:00 pm • Fairwinds Alumni Center
Meet and Greet with many UCF Alumni
Food, Prizes, 500 LINK points
Information on Majors, Careers,
Student Support Services, and more...
Ca/1407-823-3375 for additional
details
.
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Corporate sponsor: TARGET CO.

Sophomore & Second Year Center
Student Success Center
Student Development and Enrollment Services
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Leslie Sue Lieberman, a UCF
anthropology professor and director of the Women's Research Center, hosted a panel that examined
TV drama as a recruitment tool for
women and minorities in the science, technology, engineering and
math disciplines.
In her presentation, Lieberman
said that by 2012, America needs to
increase its science, technology,
engineering and math workforce by
109,000 people if it wants to stay
competitive in the modern world.
"We must do something to
increase America's competitiveness
on the international scene," Lieberman said. "In order to do that, we
need to create a more diversified
workforce, including more women
and minorities."
She was joined on the panel by
Mary Johnson and Ula Stoeckl,
associate professors in the UCF
film department, and two members
of the Florida Academy of Sciences.
"Our main goal was to see how
we can develop programming that ·
attracts people, especially women,
to the sciences,'' Johnson said. "The
question is how we can best use
current trends and technology to
facilitate this."
The panel and those in attendance looked at the popular CSI TV
series and similar shows as cues for
what is popular today. They also
talked about what needs to be different to enhance the focus on the
sciences involved.
"We're not showing the process,
and we're not showing failure,"
Johnson said. 'We're only showing
the end result, and we need to.
.change that."
Daniel K Odell, an adjunct biology professor at UCF, presented his
research on stranded marine mammals and what we can learn from
them.
"My session was very wellattended, including the president of
Sigma Xi,'' Odell said.
Odell addressed not only what
we can learn about the patterns of
stranded marine mammals but also
how humans might be partially
responsible for the increase in
whales and dolphins that wash onto
our beaches
UCF biology professor Linda
Walters presented her research on

the impact of recreational boating
on oyster reefs, a vital part of Flori<la's ecosystem.
"I only spoke for 30 minutes, and
the rest of the time was dedicated to
making restoration mats for my
oyster restoration projects," Walters said. "The participants from all
over the U.S. were able to help
restore one of the most important
species in our Indian River Lagoon
waters."
Walters developed the restoration mats to act as starter reefs and
to restore reefs destroyed by recreational boating.
Walters has been a member of
Sigma Xi since 1986 and was president of the UCF chapter for four
years.
Two other UCF professors also
presented at the conference.
Cherie Geiger, an associate professor of chemistry, presented her
research on cleaning contaminated
ground water. Peter J. Delfyett of
the College of Optics and Photon- ·
ics presented his research on the
use and applications of ultra-fast
lasers.
Students also presented poster
exhibits that highlighted their
research. Senior and local members
of Sigma Xi judged the poster
exhibits and recognized them for
their presentation and level of
research.
UCF students Annie Nguyen,
Littin Kandoth, Ivan Schoop and
Natalia Vargas presented poster
exhibits of their current research.
Their disciplines ranged from
marine studies to neuroscience.
Odell stressed the importance of
the Sigma Xi society to the sciences
and its role in the academic community.
"Sigma Xi is a valuable networking resource, and I encourage UCF
science students to become members of the UCF chapter," Odell
said. "They have the opportunity to
meet with potential employers, colleagues and potential graduate
school advisors.
·
"Sigma Xi provides students
with a focused opportunity to
showcase the science that they have
been doing.''
The annual conference is held
every November in various locations. For more information on
Sigma Xi at UCF, contact Lieberman at llieberm@mail.uc£edu.
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Calendar girls pose for charity
said he would rather choose someone
he could have a conversation with
there was a market for a 'localized' and who would be easy to work with.
calendar presenting the beauty of the
Lauren Funk, a 20-year-old psygirl next door," Debth said
chology major, was one of those
Casey Nolan, vice president of choices. As Miss January, Fµnk said
operations, said he believes that they she was honored to take part in the
have found a specific niche market calendar.
"I didn't even think twice about it,"
group.
''.t\ college campus was an excel- Funk said "It is my best memory so
lent venue to bring this appeal to a far from college."
local level," Nolan said.
Funk said she was also very
Nolan said that about 130 to 200 pleased with Debth and how the
women from each school applied to photo shoots were handled.
become models for the 2008 calen"I was really nervous when we
dar, with a combined number ofl,300 started, and they really helped me
applicants. However, only llO appli- relax,'' she said "They made me feel
cants were showcased within the really confident about mysel£"
nine calendars that launched in midSanford, a 21-year-old political sciAugust this year.
ence and economics major said that
From the initial applicants, a com- she was also a little nervous for her
mitte~ at Campus Girls USA narphoto shoot.
rowed down the models to 32 individ"My favorite part was getting my
uals from each college. The UCF hair and makeup done and getting to
applicants then did a test shoot at wear designer bathing suits," she said
Knight Library, where they spent 10 'They made me feel really comfortable, especially since I have
minutes in front of the camera. The group grew smaller J
never done any
as 24 girls were chosen and
modeling
before.''
placed on the Campus Girls
USA Web site, where a vot- I
The moding process began.
els featured in
"We did an American
the calendar
Idol-ish thing,'' Nolan said
also help to sell
'The three girls with the
them.
The
most votes were guaranwomen have
teed a slot on the calenfive
months,
dar.''
from
August
UCF's three most
until January, to
popular ladies were
sell 200 calendars,
but if they don't
Jennifer Sanford, Miss
December;
Noelle
reach that number,
Clayton, Miss June;
they don't get paid
and Jennifer Sensenfor their modeling
baugh, Miss Septemcontribution
ber. Sensenbaugh
"Each girl has to
also adorns the
sell 200 calendars,"
cover of the OrlanSanford said. "Once
do edition
you sell them you get
The committee
paid $400. I have sold
then selected the
95."
GU
'
final nine girls based on all
RTESY C4MPusGtRtsu
To promote the calprior photos and their personalities.
>A.coM endars, the models held
'We looked for not only beautiful an event at Knight Library where
girls, but intelligent girls that are per- they did ~ignings. Knight Library
sonable and well-spoken," Nolan said bought 50 calendars.
Debth agreed that they were lookThey have also been trying to sell
ing for more in a girl than just beauty. calendars at football games and are
'We are looking for people who planning to hold an event at
are fun to be around," Debth said. Pounders.
"Overall, we want an intriguing per'We are trying to organize some
son who is confident and alert."
fun things like car washes," Sanford
The shoots lasted from approxi- said. 'We try to find good ideas for
mately four to five hours, and Debth something that will help us out.''
FROM A1
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In addition to providing some of
UCF's ladies with modeling experience, Campus Girls USA is also fighting for a good cause. They are hoping
to raise $50,000 for The Breast Cancer Research Foundation.
'We decided that breast cancer
was the best for us,'' Nolan said "It is
a disease that affects everyone in
some way, shape or form. Whether it
be you, a mother, a grandmother, a
daughter, it is omnipresent."
Debth said that they chose The
Breast Cancer Research Foundation
because they wanted most of the
money to go back into the program.
'We wanted something oriented
toward females and for it to be pertinent to what we were doing,'' Debth
said
Between 80 to 90 cents from every
dollar given to the foundation will go
into breast cancer research.
Debth said a little over halfof their
proceeds from all the calendars will
go to the foundation. So far, they have
raised $7,824.
Campus Girls USA also obtains
mutual partnerships with local businesses in Orlando. The $12.95 calendar contains $35 worth of coupons for
local venues. The coupons include
Lazy Moon, Smoothie King, Medici
Cigars and The Pita Pit, to name a
few.
"The coupons enhance the value
of the calendar and gives people a
way to visit local businesses and get
their money back," Nolan said 'The
goal of the coupons is to make it a
win-win situation for everybody."
For the upcoming 2009 calendar,
Campus Girls USA plans to expand
to cover 65 universities in 35 states.
'The calendars are going to cover
the six major conferences,'' Debth
said, "and we are going to have a
national calendar; one that will contain the best of the best."
Debth and Nolan said they both
hope that the calendar will continue
to be a growing enterprise, eventually
becoming a competitor to the Sports
nlustrated swimsuit enterprise.
"I wouldn't say this year that they
are shaking in their boots," Debth
said. "But we are on the four year
plan. We are hoping in four years to
be pretty well distnbuted and starting
to get a name for ourselves."
All nine calendars are available
online
at
www.CampusGirlsUSAcom, along
with selected posters.
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How would you score?
At Kaplan's 10 Question Challenge, you'll try 10 tough
questions and learn 10 winning strategies from a
Kaplan expert to help you succeed on Test Day.

Come Take the Challenge!
GMAT 11/8/07
GRE 11/13/07
Don't miss this free event. Reserve your seat today!
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1-800-KAP-TEST I kaptest.com
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Solve the Sudoku puzzle and Crossword in every issue!
'

Place and view ads online anytime at:

www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

Higher test scores
guaranteed or
yourmoneyback:·

6PGA0027 '"Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners. °Conditions and restrictions apply. For complete guarantee eligibility
requirements, visit kaptest.comlhsg. The Higher Score G uarantee applies only to Kaplan co urses taken and CQmpleted within the United States.
Puerto Rico, Canada, Mexico, the United Kingdom , and France.
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Bookstore looks.to restore·forests

·)

KEITH SPENCER
Contributing Writer

In collaboration with the
Arbor Day Foundation, the
Knights Corner Bookstore
near UCF is looking to rebuild
one of three national forests
that have declined in area during the past few years.
As part of a promotion venture, Knights Comer is participating in this national competition. sponsored by the Arbor
Day Foundation, to reconstruct one of three national
forests in different locations
throughout the United States.
The three forests in consideration are Flathead National
Forest in Montana, HuronManistee National Forest in
Michigan, and Pike and San
Isabel National Forest in
southeastern Colorado.
The competition began in
April 2007 and will run until
May 2008. The school that
contributes the most votes
will have the forest nam~d
after it.
As of Nov. 1, UCF held a
significant lead over the other
competing schools with
619,790 votes. The next highest number of votes was tallied by Life University in
Marietta, Ga., with 147, 456
votes. South Florida Community College followed with
10,344 votes.

'We did a similar promo- ecosystem has had significant
tion last year in which part of human and wildlife implicaevery transaction of a new or tions. This forest is home to
used book went toward plant- wild species such as mountain
ing 100,000 trees in Gallatin goats, elks and black bears.
National Forest [in Montana],"
The Kirtland's Warbler, an
Knights Comer Textbook endangered bird - species,
Manager John Meyer said. resides in Huron-Manistee
"The twist this year is we now National Forest.
have three sites from which to
"Some of the stuff we've
choose from to rebuild"
destroyed will never come
Meyer also indicated that back," physical geography prothe votes are weighted fessor Benjamin Fries said.
according to the total number 'We want to leave these
of enrolled students at each ecosystems and forests in a betinstitution.
.ter condition than we found
The Nebraska Book Com- them for our kids to enjoy."
pany, owner of Knights CorA native of Michigan. Fries
ner, will provide the financial said he visited the Huronfunds for the rebuilding of the Manistee National Forest 25
forest, and the Arbor Day years ago and described it as a
Foundation will provide the gorgeous site.
sources and volunteers to
"It was a pristine forest
plant the trees.
that looked like no one had
The three forests that are ever been through there
being considered for the com- before," he said. ''You could
petition were chosen because literally walk for miles withthey are in danger and are out seeing people."
valuable because oftheir loca- · Knights Comer, with the
tion or the animal species they help of their parent company,
support.
is doing what they can to
Flathead National Forest retain some of that natural
has been severely damaged by beauty.
a combination offires and ero"It's nice to see [the
sion. It is important because Nebraska Book Company]
it's home to the largest popula- think bigger," Meyer said.
tion of grizzly bears.
"This is a reflection of how
Pike and San Isabel Nation- we've grown as a company.
al Forest is the primary water The store has more than dousource for Denver, Colo.. Con- bled in six years since their
sequently, damage to this ownership, so ·they have more

NEW GALAXY FTS
Hookas, Pyrex, Handpipes, Papers, Blunts, Salvia, BodyCleaners, Jewelry, Incense,
Can Safes, Shisha, Fine Tobaccos, Herbal Smoke

~

-~
.Amazon Village Mall
11100 E. ColonialOr.#127 ·Orlando, FL32817 • 407-273-5020
18+ ·ID Required

Grape J·u ice Antioxidant Study
RIPPE LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE at Florida Hospital Celebration Health is conducting
a study for women comparing the effects of concord grape juice on body
antioxidant status.

•
•
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EKG Testing
Body Composition Analysis
$300 Compensation

To qualify you must be a healthy
female, normal weight, non-smoking,
and between 20 and 50 years of age.
You must be able to participate in
2 separate double-night stays.
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resources to do a better job.
"The Arbor Day Foundation identified an area of need
and reached out to a corporation able to financially back its
needs."
Meyer said he also believes
that UCF has always been a
leader in being a "green" university. Having the institution's
name on a forest will recognize
the school's environmental
efforts as well as commend students for being involved and
caring about the planet as a
whole.
"It's a way for students to
participate in helping the natural world while exhibiting
school spirit," said freshman
economics major Konstantin
Ravvin.
It takes three to six months
to plant the trees. Students
interested in voting for the forest competition or wanting to
get involved in other ways can
visit the Build a Forest Web site
at www.buildaforest.com.
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Home sweet
--

UCF ·

bests
St.Leo
86-78

ANDY JACOBSOHN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Jermaine Taylor shoots a free throw in the
Knights win over St. Leo on Saturday.

•

BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

ANDY JACOBSOHN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF defensive end Leger Douzable, 91, celebrates with the rest of UCF Football team after its 47-13 wi~ over Marshall on Saturday. In the first on-campus Homecoming game in UCF history,
Douzable led the Knights' defense with two sacks for a loss of three yards. As a team, UCF collected seven sacks and two quarterback hurries against the Thundering Herd.

Knights win Homecoming co11test
with a dominating 4 7-13 thrashing
of the Marshall Thundering Herd
BRIAN MURPHY
StaffWriter

Not many people would have
thought it three weeks ago, 'Qut
there is another way to describe
the UCF Football team: offensive juggernaut. The Knights
were held to a season-low 12
points against South Florida on
Oct. 11. Since then, the Knights
have been taking no prisoners,
averaging more than 40 points
in their last three contests.
Saturday's homecoming victory over the Marshall Thundering Herd was no exception
as the Knights won47-13 in front
of a record crowd of 46,103 in
Bright House Networks Stadium. Here are the main storylines that came out of what
might be UCF's most dominant
victory this season:

One down ...
Every team lays out a number
of goals that it wants to accomplish each season. The Knights
accomplished· one of their goals
with Saturday's win. The victory was the Knights' sixth of the
season, making them bowl-eligible. UCF· has been to only one
bowl in the history of its football
program, and with three games
remaining, the Knights really

47-13
shouldn't have a problem reaching at least eight wins by the end
oft},1.e year.
But, while it is a goal, being
bowl-eligible is not the top of
the mountain for the Knights.
They are looking for something
bigger: a conference championship. That goal is still in sight
as the Knights - 4-1 in Conference USA, 6-3 ovel'all - are just
1/2 a game back of first place in
the C-USA East Division. But,
they need some help from other
teams if they want to take over
the top spot.
"[Being bowl-eligible] is definitely a goal every year, but
we're kind of looking past that,"
quarterback Kyle Israel said.
"We're hoping that someone
can go in there and beat East
Carolina and we can win these
next three games '. ..."

ISRAEL ON A11
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TAYLOR ON A12
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PLEASE SEE

With the departures of forwards Josh Peppers and Lavell
. Payne, some fans of the UCF
Men's Basketball team worried
about the lack of offense in the
Knights' frontcourt. UCFs first
exhibition game of the 2007-08
season didn't do much to quell
those concerns.
The Knights defeated the St
Leo Lions 86-78 on Saturday in
the New UCF Arena
Guards Mike.O'Donnell and
Jermaine Taylor combined for
50 points and ll 3-point field
goals. Exactly half of UCF's
shots were 3-point attempts.
The Knights have thrived off
their perimeter offense . in
recent memory, but they have
always had some semblance of
.offense in the paint to draw
defensive attention off their
guards.
Roberto Morentin, Josh Bodden, Anthony Williams, Payne
and Peppers were valuable post
players on the offensive end for
the Knights in the past
The top big men on this season's editiox;i. of the Knights are
forward Kenrick Zonde1van
and center Stanley Billings.
Zondervan averaged four
points per game last season,
even though he started 30 ofthe
team's 31 games.

UCF's Kevin Smith ran for 188 yards and two touchdowns against Marshall on Saturday.
It was the eighth game of the year in which Smith had more than 100 rushing yards.

Check the Web site for
photos from the game.
www.Centra/FloridaFuture.com/galleries

Knights tie for
season crown
\,

PADRICK BREWER
Sports Editor

On a night when five seniors
were honored before the match, it
was a pair of underclassmen that
stepped up and delivered a 2-0
win for the UCF Women's Soccer
team over Southern Miss and at
least a share of the Conference
USA regular-season title Friday.
Seniors Jennifer Manis, ~te
Begley, Arielle Orr, Jessica Newport and Kelsey Kravec got the
extra attention before the match
started, but once the whistle was
blown, it was youth that helped
the Knights play one oftheir most
complete games of the season.
Sophomore Brianna Schooley
started off the scoring for the

Knights in the 73rd minute, when
she took a pass from sophomore
Becca Thomas just off-center in
the box. Schooley beat a couple of
Golden Eagles before ripping a
shot into the right side ofthe goal.
UCF added another goal about
five minutes later.
In the' 78th minute, Thomas
headed the ball forward to
Danielle dos Santos, who ran pa.st
two defenders, put herself alone
on goal and found the back of the

I"

net

"It means a lot,'' Begley said

''Tl:µs team, we've been through
so much, so much adversity this
year. It's a great win for us."
Thomas fell to the ground
directly after the header and was
on the ground for several minutes.

ANDY JACOBSOHN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF Women's Soccer team celebrates after its 2-0 win over Southern Miss on Friday. The win left UCF with a 7-1-1 record in Conference USA and
guaranteed it a share of the regular-season title. The Knights head to El Paso, Texas, today for the C-USA Championship, which starts Wednesday.

She was eventually helped off the
field before being taken out of the
complex to get stitched up,
though associate head coach

Colby Hale she would be fine for
the upcoming Conference USA
Championship, which starts
Wednesday.

"The theme for tonight was
let's do it for the seniors, let's
PLEASE SEE
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Israel,·Smith earry Knights to decisive victory
FROM A10

defensively, obviously when
we pass rush, we're very
good, but that has to be consistent. That can't be one out
of three or one out of four
(plays)."
In its last three games, the
Knights' defense has been
consistently good. They have
allowed an average of 18
points per game and have
collected 11 turnovers and 13
sacks. In their first six games
of the season, the Knights
.had just five turnover~ and 12
sacks.

•
The elusive Mr. Israel

•

·'I

He won't exactly be challenging Kevin Smith as the
team's top rushing threat
anytime soon, but Israel has
become a very accomplished
runner this season.
He came into this season
with 70 career rushing
attempts. But all those jokes
about him not being a mobile
quarterback are just about
dead now. He has 66 carries
this season .a fter tying his
career high of 12 carries
against the Herd. He had 170
career rushing yards during
three years at UCF .coming
into this season. He has produced 140 rushing yards in
the last three games.
"It doesn't seem like
defenses respect me on the
run at all," Israel said.
"There's times when I'm
called to run, and we'll have
first down, and they're leaving the field wide open and
just covering the receivers
and just kind of forgetting
about me.
"I've just been doing it,
and it's been working, and
I'm going to keep doing it
until someone stops me."

Another week, another weapon

•

Saturday marked the fifth
game this season in which
the Knights were led in
receivip.g yards by a different
· receiver. Wideoitts Rocky
Ross and Kamar Aileen have
been ·
steady
options
throughout the season.
Smith led the team in receiving yards once. Sergio
Joachim caught nine passes
for 98 yards against Tulsa.
Saturday was Brian Watters'
turn to show what he can do.
Watters began to make his
presence felt against Southern Miss, catching a couple
of passes, including a touchdown. The redshirt freshman set season-highs with
six catches for 88 yards
against Marshall. Watters
added touchdown receptions of 23 and 30 yards for

Final words

AMANDA MOORE I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF quarterback Kyle Israel is brought down in the Knights' 47-13 victory over the Marshall Thundering Herd on Saturday. Israel went 14-of-21 for 203 yards and two touchdowns

through the air. He also added 45 yards on 12 carries. Israel now has 140 rushing yards to go with five rushing touchdowns this season.

the first multiple-touchdown game of his career. He
said his emergence in the
offense has to do a lot with
coaching.
"[Wide receivers coach
David Kelly], he always tells
me that I need to step up and
pretty much in practice, I
just take the tips that he
gives me," Watters said.
"He's a real good coach. I
give him pretty much all the
credit. He's always said I had
the ability to do it and it was
just my turn to do what I had
to do."
With Watters now in the
mix with Aileen, Ross, Smith
and Joachim, as well as wide
receiver A.J. Guyton and
tight end Mike Merritt, the

Knights have one of the em Miss may have been their
deepest passing attacks in toughest. But, Saturday's win
Conference USA.
··
might have been their most
"I think it's great," Smith flawless of the season.
said about all of the Knights'
Israel completed 67 peroffensive options. ''And Kyle cent of his passes, didn't take
does a great job of distribut- a sack and only made one
ing the ball to all the mistake with an interception
receivers. .I think that's the on a screen pass. Smith ran
difference b~tween this year for 188 yards and two touchand last year. It gives oppor- downs. He also matched his
tunities for ·every body to career-high with four catchtake a 5-yard catch and make es for 48 yards.
a big play. You can see that ·
The offensive line opened
happen out there in the numerous gaping holes for
game."
Smith to run through, including one that went for an 87Perfection?
yard score in the second
The win over TUJ.sa might quarter.
have been the most surprisThe defense held Maring victory of the Knights' shall to ~ points, which is the
season. The win over South- fewest from a UCF opponent

this season. The defense also
totaled a season-high seven'
sacks and forced three more
turnovers. Coinerback Darin
Baldwin became the first
Knight since 2004 to return
an interception for a touchdown.
And maybe most important, the Knights · did not
commit a penalty during the
game.
But with all of this recent
success, head coach George
O'Leary is still looking for
something else out of his
team: consistency.
"You'd like to be more
consistent on certain passing
situations and more consistent with some of our blocking schemes," he said. "Then

It looks like not.h ing can
stop the Knights right now.
Maybe the loss to South Florida was a wake-up call, but
they have become a completely different team since then.
They are more aggressive on
defense, and more productive
on offense. The team's entire
confidence has seemingly
shot up to unreachable
heights. It would have been
very hard to imagine all this
one month ago.
The Knights have three
games left to improve their
bowl resume and go for the
C-USA East Division title.
But even if they have to settle
for second place, the Knights
will be headed to a bowl
game. Given their ability to
run the ball at will, to have a
quarterback who can manage the game with his arm
and his legs, as well as a
defense which seems to be
playing with something to
prove each week, the Knights
will be a tough opponent for
almost any team they are
matched up against.
Of course, that's looking
too far into the unknown
future. The Knights will travel to UAB on Saturday to take
on the Blazers, who are 1-4 in
the East Division, 2-7 overall.
"We can't get our heads
way high because we still
have three games to play in
the regular season," Watters
said. "We still got our eyes on
the prize, and that's winning
the conference champi. onship."
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UCF defense allows season-low 13 points

(

The Knights collect three more turnovers in victory over Thundering Herd; now have 11 tumoyers in past 3 games

,fl

Watters, who finished the
game as UCF's leading receiver with 88 yards.
''He's a good redshirt freshman," O'Leary said. '~d I
think he is going to be a good
player once he matures and
really underst::µids what's
going on out there. But I think
he's a good athlete."
Two third-down conversions on the first drive of the
game led to a Kevin Smith 2yard touchdown run. That
drive sparked a 27-3 first half
lead for the Knights.
Smith finis.µed the game
with another 100-yard performance ~ his eighth of the
season. He ended with 188

Check the Web sfte for
photos from the game.
www.Centra/FloridaFuture.com/galleries
fact that they have limited their
own turnovers and penalties as
well
UCF had just one· turnover
andnopenaltiesSaturday.
"I've been harping on that,"

O'Leary said. "That's the one
goal we haven't reached, no
penalties on offense, and I think
that's the first time this year
we've done that. That just
keeps great field position, and
we can go from there. I'm
happy for the players. Their
hard work is paying off."
The Knights have three
games left in the season, and
although they're pleased with
being bowl-eligible, they want
something more - a chance to

play for the conference championship.
With a little luck, and three '·
more wins, the Knights may
still have an opportunity to do
so.
"I think what bowl you end
up in depends on how you end
up these next three games,"
O'Leary said. "Each game is
important, but we're still chasing the title. We need some
help. All we can do is take care
of what we got to do."

r

·

rushingyards,includinga8~

yard touchdown run late in the
first half, a UCF record
"I follow my offensive line,"
Smith said. "They're the
wheels on the bus; they make
ANDY JACOBSOHN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE me go 'round and 'round I'm
The UCF defense brings down Marshall quarterback Bernard Morris. The Knights
just following those guys, and
compiled seven sacks in the game, the most sacks they have had in a ga~e all season.
the lane was big. I had a lot of
thing, because if we have to real estate in front of me. I just
MELISSA HEYBOER
come off the field and punt, made one cut, got north-andEditor-in-Chief
our defense is going to go out south and tried to get to the
er.
,,
promised land"
The UCF Football team's th
d stop the ouense.
ere
an
Smith also matched his
. defense just wanted a little
The defense also grabbed
attention.
seven sacks and held the career high with four recepd
·
tions for 48 yards.
For weeks the Knights Th d ·
un enng Her to JUSt 88
For much of the second
have been cast in the shadow
rushing
yards
half,
the Knights remained
of running back Kevin Smith
top of that, UCF's stel- silent, until a few minutes into
and the trials of quarterbacks lar On
play made the Knights
·
Kyle Israel and Michael bowl-eligible for the second the fourth quarter, when their
time in three seasons.
offense put up 20 points
Greco.
They wanted their time.
"For a program that has thanks to a few interceptions
from the defense.
For the last three weeks,
only been to one bowl game in
A Marshall touchdown
the Knights' defense has
our history, going to a bowl would make the score 33-13
proven that it deserves it. Sat- game is big for us, big for this
urday's 47-13 win over Confer- school," Israel said "It's defi- with 11:23 left in the fourth
ence USA rival Marshall was nitely a goal every year."
quarter, but the Knights conjust another testament to how
In order to earn that, the tinued to play hard Two drives
good the Knights' defense has Knights have played three later, the Knights' Sha'reff
become and how complete consecutive weeks of sound, Rashad intercepted a Bernard
the UCF Football team is get- all-around football. And Morris pass, which resulted in
ting.
they've made it look easy.
a Phillip Smith 1-yard touchIn the last three weeks, the
Israel continued his seem- down run to put the game out
. ofreach at 40-13.
Knights' defense has forced its
ingly perfect display ofleaderWith three minutes left in
opponents in to 11 turnovers ship in the pocket Saturday,
·
1 f. 21 £ 203
d
the game, the Knights would
- including three intercepgomg 4 -o or
yar s add one more score with a
tions Saturday - and surren- and
two touchdowns.
dered just 13 points to the
Israel also gained 45 yards Darin Baldwin interception
Thundering Herd That's the on the ground, which was the that was returned 37 yards for
fewest points the Knights same amount as Marshall's a touchdown.
have allowed this season.
leading rusher, Chubb Small.
In their past three games,
"[The defense] is getting
·~y time you complete the Knights have created a lot
us in some good positions, [that] many passes, your con- of hype by forcing turnovers,
and there's not a lot that can fidence is going to go all the something they hadn't done in
be said about how important way up," redshirt freshman their previous four games. But
field position in a game is," Brian Watters said. "That's maybe more important is the
qµarterback Kyle Israel said. working togethe~ and that .~~~~~~~~~~~~'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--'-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
'~d they put us in good posiputs confidence in our hands
tions with turnovers.
and builds confidence in his
"I feel comfortable coming ami."
off. I can think on third down
Both of Israel's passing
that I don't have to force any- touchdowns were caught by

r,
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Taylor, O'Donnell
combine for SO
Billings made his debut
with the Knights last season
and averaged about three
points a game in limited minutes.
Both Zondervan and
Billings started against the
Lions. They combined for 10
points on .5-of-13 shooting.
Zondervan missed a number
of easy layups while Billings
picked up four fouls in just 14
minutes on the court. But
head coach Kirk Speraw is
not worried about his starting
frontcourt this early in the
season.
"They'll get better," Speraw said "Both of them have
been fighting some injury
things, which has really limited their practice and their
effectiveness, but they'll come
along."
The Knights claimed an
early lead due to O'Donnell's
hot hands. He hit his third
consecutive 3-pointer with
10:33 to play in the first half to
give the Knights a 19-15 lead
After an authoritative dunk
by Billings, O'Donnell hit
another 3-pointer to put UCF
up24-18.
Now that O'Donnell had
shown what he can do, it was
Taylor's time to fire at will. He
hit three consecutive 3-pointers to give the Knights a 33-25
lead with 6:35 to play in the
first hal£ In those first 20 minutes, the Knights were 9-of-19
from beyond the arc.
"We took way too many
3s," O'Donnell said. "We're
obviously a good shooting
team, and when we get a good
look, we're going to take it.
But I think we kind of forced
a couple, because of the zone
they were kind of packing in
tight. ... We need to drive-andkick a little more and get it to

the post. And that's something we'll correct!'
The Lions went on a 10-2
run to tie the score at 35 and
trailed only 45-42 at halftime.
The Knights allowed the
Lions, who are members of
the Sunshine State Conference in Division II, to shoot
48 percent in the first half,
including 60 percent from 3point territory.
"There's some things that
we've got to work on defensively, in terms of communication," O'Donnell said 'We
are ahead of where we were
last year because of our
scheme defense. We just have
to learn how to apply that in
game-time situation."
The Lions kept hanging
around in the second half,
cutting UCF's lead to three or
four points numerous times.
But O'Donnell provided the
clincher for the Knights with
yet another 3-pointer to put
the Knights ahead 79:72 with
2:40 to play.
·Even with the victory, the
Knights. were not pleased
with their performance on
the afternoon.
When asked what his team
needs to work harder on to
prepare for its neXt . game,
Speraw said: "I don't know if
you have enough (audio) tape
to accomplish all that."
The Knights will stay
home to play their next game,
an exhibition contest against
Florida Southern at 7 p.m.
Tuesday. The game will be
the Knights' fmal warm-up
for the regular season. The
games will count starting on
Sunday when Nevada comes
to the New UCF Arena. The
Wolfpack and the Knights
will tip-off at 2 p.m.
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ADD SOME LEADERSHIP & EXCITEMENT T_
OYOUR SCHEDULE. Register for a Military Science Class.
For more information, contact CPT Berlew, UCF Army ROTC, 407-823-5~83 or visit www.army.ucf.edu today!
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Underclassmen step up for UCF on sertior night
•

ANDY JACOBSOHN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF midfielder Brianna Schooley scores the game-winning goal in the 73rd minute of
the Knights' 2-0 win over the Southern Miss Golden Eagles on Friday.
'
FROM

AlO

honor the seniors in how we
play," head coach Amanda
Cromwell said ''Everyone likes
to do it for them. You would
like the seniors to score on this
night, but the seniors are like,
'just put it in the back ofthe net,
we don't care who scores."'

After allowing three shots
and a shot on goal in the first
half, the Knights clamped
down in the secqnd and didn't
allow the Golden Eagles to get
a shot.
"[The defense] played
well," said Hale, who was filling
in for Cromwell, who had to sit
on the sidelines after getting a

red card against Memphis on before Manis was able to dive at and three comer kicks in the 2-1 on Sunday, meaning the
Oct. 28. "They're so athletic, her feet and gather the ball.
first period, but only one of Tigers and UCF are tied for first
and they're so good [that] they
UCF's first chance came them was on goal
inC-USA
allow us to attack with as many about four minutes later, when
'There are always things to
''We needed a win, and we
numbers we do, which is the Hanna Wilde fed Courtney get ·better," Cromwell said. came out with it," Begley said ''I
' key to our success.
Whidden in the box, but her "Some of our finishing in the mean, tying for first, it's still first
'"Ibey just do a fantastic job. shot was right into the hands of first half, we should have proba- place."
We put a lot of pressure on Southern Miss goalkeeper bly scored one in the first half, to
Today; the Knights leave for
them because we don't defend Anna Fiser.
be fair. Getting end line and our
El
Paso,
Texas, to get ready for
with a lot of numbers."
Such was the story for the crossing, we weren't really findthe C-USA Championship,
Manis recorded her seventh first half for UCE
ing the target."
shutout of the season, making
The Knights had 12 shots
Memphis beat East Carolina which starts Wednesday.
just one save. She finishes the , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - regular season with 91 saves,
which is fifth most in a single
season in school history.
''We did a really good job ·
not allowing shots," Manis said
"I was very nervous [in the
final 20 minutes], but my
defense always pulls through."
The Knights and Golden
Eagles played to a scoreless
first half, with both teams failJ\'-J·Jl\ __~
ing to capitaliZe on their
~--I
chances.
Southern Miss had the first
real scoring opportunity of the
game about four minutes in,
<'
/
when Bianca Ontiveros ran
into the left side of the box
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Pirates plunder Knights
for second time this year
RYAN BASS

•

..

$180/mo. \

Staff Writer

The last time the UCF Volleyball. team faced the East
Carolina Pirates, it was hoping
to christen the New UCF
Arena with a victory. In Friday's match, the Knights were
just trying to get a win, period
Things continued to go bad
for UCF on Friday night
again~t those same Pirates.
The Knights, who dropped
their seventh straight decision
by getting swept by ECU 30-18,
30-19 and 30-14, have only won
seven games in those seven
losses and are 1-13 in their last
14matches.
Erin Campbell had teamhighs with 10 kills and eight
digs for the Knights, who fell
to 0-13 in Conference-USA
UCF hit .074 for the match
and were almost doubled up in
kills, with the Pirates outhitting the Knights 53-27. Lauren
Williams, Jenny Heppert,
Stephanie Serna and Kerry
Brown combined for 17 kills
and no Knight hit above .182
for the match.
After falling behind in the
first two games, UCF struggled out ofthe gate again in the
third frame. After a Williams
kill pulled UCF to within two
.. at 4-2," ECU reeled off a 13-4
run to extend the lead to 17-6.
The Knights got to within 10 at

24-14 ~er a Campbell kill, but
a Katie Koop kill for ECU
capped off six unanswered
points to take the match.
The Knights were outkilled
20-6 in the final frame, with
Campbell nabbing three of
those kills. Koop led the
Pirates with a .875 hitting percentage in the match. She also
added seven kills, seven digs
and 38 assists.
The opening frame of the
match wasn't any better for the
Knights. A Campbell kill
pulled the Knights to within
three at 9-6, but the Pirates
made another unanswered
run, this time six straight to
extend the lead to 15-6. Another kill from Campbell helped
the Knights get to within five,
but ECU went on a 15-12 run to
take the first frame.
UCF did register 11 kills in
the first frame, .b ut they
allowed the Pirates to hit a
match-high .432 in the first
game.
The Pirates pushed the
Knights even further away
from another win in the second game of the match.
UCF felt strong coming out
of the first game, getting a
block from Williams to go up
2-L ECU reeled offlO consecutive points and forced UCF
into a timeout. A Campbell kill
made the score 17-8, but ECU
ran off another run at 8-4 to

force UCF into another timeout at 25-12. Up 28-19, ECU
closed out the game with two
consecutive kills. .
The Knights were outkilled again in this game, this
time at 15-10. Kelley Wernert
led the Pirates with 21 kills.
Peyton Thompson also added
10 kills and hit .625 in the
match. The Pirates had a team
hitting percentage of .394 in
the match and only committed 10 errors.
The Knights faced Marshall at 1 p.m. on Sunday,
though results were not avail~
able at press time. A full recap
will be available in Wednesday's edition of the Future.
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Find out how thousands of people save lives ~d earn extra CASH by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlandp 321-235-9100
* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)
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wareness
of global
warming has grown in
the past few years, but have you?
Apparently, climate scientists
have underestimated the rate at
which climate changes will
occur.
Now it is estimated that it
should be happening within the
next 30 years, which is why it
needs to be taken care of now.
To those of you who have
been taking initiatives, kudos to
you. Those of you who haven't
wised up on the topic of global
warming need to. It isn't something to take lightly. This affects
anyone and everyone.
Some people believe that it
exists and some don't. Regardless of what you believe it is better to be safe than sorry.
If it's true, it means we're in
danger of severe teniperat\ire
changes, melting ice caps,
extinct
animals,
hurting
economies and much more. Our
future isn't looking very bright.
Global warming was first
theorized iri 1824 when French
mathematician Jean Baptiste
Joseph Fourier found that
Earth's temperature was slowly
increasing. Fourier believed that
the earth's atmosphere trapped
solar radiation and reflected it
back toward Earth.
That was more than 180 years
ago and he nailed it.
Back in 1997, the U.S., the
largest producer of greenhouse gases, didn't sign an international agreement about global
warming called the Kyoto Protocol.
•
It was signed and ratified by
125 countries, to fight global
warming and required countries
to reduce their emission of
greenhouse gases. It went into
effect on Feb. 16, 2005.
The year 2005 ended up set-

ting weather records. It was the
hottest year with the least arctic
ice and the hottest Caribbean
waters. It was also the worst
Atlantic hurricane season example being Hurricane Katrina - and record droughts.
Maybe the U.S. is trying to
make amends in the form of Al
Gore, who just got a Nobel Prize
for raising awareness.
Awareness has spread to
YouTube. There are over 23,000
videos pertaining to global
warming, but one strikes us in
particular. A video titled "The
Most Terrifying Video You'll
Ever See," strike.s up a good
argument for both believers and
non:-believers.
The man who made the
video draws a chart to show the
possibilities of global warming. ·
In that simple chart he ·makes
one of the most valid points ever
made about it. He points out
that if nothing is done about
global warming and it turns out
to be true then life as we know it
today will end. On the other
liand if nothing is done and it
turns out to be false then we're
OK.
He then proceeds to point
out that if we take action and
global warming is a big hoax the
only thing we may have lost was
money and we'd have economic
trouble from money spent. If it's
true and we did something then
obviously we're OK.
His point is: there are a lot
less consequences in doing
something about it rather than
ignoring it. It's better safe than
sorry.
Locally, we've had our own
professor get recognized for her
contributions to climate change
study.
Penelope Canan, a sociology
professor has studied and made

contributions to sociology,
ozone protection and the issue
of climate change for more than
20 years. She received the
Stratospheric Ozone Protection
Best-of-the-Best Award from
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
With the amount this issue
has been studied and theorized,
it's no surprise that we've finally
come down to our fork in the
road. It's now or never. This isn't
an isolated problem. It's been
snowballing for years and now
the giant .s nowball is rolling
toward us faster and bigger than
expected.
We can either do something
or do nothing.
The U.S. must take initiatives
and they must be large. But we
can start locally with smrul
steps.
Here at UCF the "Green Fee"
may be proposed as a student
referendum.
We should use this change to
set an example to other universities. The fee would only be 75
cents per credit hour. The fee
would support solar panels,
composting, student gardens
and local, organic food purchasing plans.
Not only can we make the initiative on our campus, but we
can make changes in our own
lives that don't even take that
much effort. Changing your
light bulb or copy paper brand
can make the change.
If you go to the Web site
www.stopglobalwarming.org,
you can calculate the amount of
carbon dioxide emissions and
money you can save.
Every little thing helps. Do
your part the way UCF should
do its part as well.

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them online
at www.Centra/FloridaFuture.com or tax them to 407-447-4556.Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

Writers cotildn't
think of a headline
T

o start, we didn't even
write this.
This stance was written by
someone we hired to flower-up
an opinion and make witty
remarks for this page.
Just kidding. Although there
is one writer, it is a group collaboration. Apparently that's the
same way it's done in most of
Hollywood, who now may be
devastated with a writer's strike.
As it turns out, late-night
shows will be taking the hardest
hit and will be devastated especially because there's no one to
write jokes.
We feel like we have been
lied to and betrayed - by Jay
Leno and the other late nightevs.
To think, pll those jokes they
have been telling for the first ten
minutes of their shows were
written for them.
A piece of us has died inside.
We thought they were naturals.
This is like findi.n.g out Santa
Claus doesn't exist - again. If
you didn't know about Santa
already sorry we killed it for
you, but he doesn't - neither
does the Easter bunny.
Anyway, the Writers Guild of
America and the Alliance of
Motion Picture and Television
Producers are in salary negotiations.
The Guild believes that DVD
payments should be increased
and that writers deserve compensation no matter how work
is s,een by movie or television
audiences. If they don't agree on

something, movie and television "truthiness" for Colbert should
writing will come to a complete be winning an award.
standstill.
It's strange because the
Without writers the shows sketches will still be there, but
will be in jeopardy.
will they be any good?
The last time this happened
The late-night guys ·were all
was in 1988 for about five comedians who ended up getmonths. Late night shows went ting their owii shows, but after
into hiatus. They played reruns being hand-fed material all this
and they did attempt a return time, will they survive?
that had shorter comedy rouLet's admit it. Letterman is
tines and longer interviews.
getting old. Does he still have
We didn't even know that the kick?
writers were that important to
It's not only affecting late
the show.
night entertainment, but sitObviously, we picked up on coms too.
the importance of writers to sit7
We better not be left with tercorns and movies.
rible storylines and cliffhangers
But we were still naive of watching Heroes. What if Ugly
these late-night comical genius- Betty turned pretty because they
es composing an entire show by couldn't think of anything else?
themselves with no help.
· What ·about Lost? Wait, Lost
Maybe we aren't alone in that
already had terrible script writview. We figured that maybe a
ing. Writers abando.n ed that
sketch here and there was
show as fast as the plane went
thrown in, but to think that
down
and it really can't get any
Leno's stand up is written for
worse.
They're the last show we
him is mind blowing.
should
worry about.
All those funny jokes you've
Movies
have a slower turnbeen hearing on the late night
around
rate,
which keeps it
shows are the work of some
really genius people. Maybe semi-safe in this possible strike.
This is so disappointing. Our
they should get a show. We've
·nightly
entertainment may be
got to hand it to them.
But can you imagine watch- bogged down with less than sating The Tonight Show with isfying humor. Our sitcoms may
David Letterman and not hear- become dull - or duller - to
ing his "Top 10" or watching watch.
If writers are this important
Stephen Colbert without "The
Word"? What would Conan to· Hollywood they should be
O'Brien be without the "Year getting more money. Actors
only do half the work. Writers
2000"?
Whoever coined the word should get what they deserve. ·
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Fall Out Boy falls ·
short of expectation
This year Student GovernSGA that organized the whole
ment Association brought Fall
event? The band couldn't have
Out Boy to the New UCF Arena
been easy to book or especially
for Homecoming week. I love
affordable.
the idea of a free concert for stuAfter all, they couldn't buy all
dents during Homecoming
the seats for the show and had to
week. Something that I don't
open it to the public. SGA had to
love: Fall Out Boy. This year I
rake in major funds for a Homeavoided the Homecoming concoming act that may have driven
away many students.
cert. I had nothing but free time
I think the Homecoming act
and_yetldidn'tmakethetripout JENNIFER LARINO
to campus.
should
be something the UCF
Staff Writer
The reason: Because SGA
student populace should be able
brought Fall Out Boy to the UCF
to vote for instead of a surprise.
.arena for Homecoming week I remember After all, Homecoming week is supposed
hearing the band they chose to dazzle us to be a week for the sttidents, right?
with groaning.
What rm proposing is some sort of stuI can't even remember when I first dent vote for the act that SGA brings to
heard Fall Out Boy's music. I was probably UCF. rm sure that a lot depends on what
in the car, listening to a rock station back bands they can afford and who is available
home. It had to have been at least three to come to Orlando during that time.
years ago. I remember I thought they were
I am merely suggesting that in the early
interesting, catchy, another emo-esque stages of planning the Homecoming Conband. My little brother was really into cert, SGA draws up the names of at least
them then, so I bought the CD for him and four acts (ideally in different genres) that
I ripped some of the songs onto my they can get to come to UCF. They then
iTunes.
post the names of the acts on MyUCF,
But interesting and catchy didn't last. open the polls for a week similar ~o SGA
After the first 5 million replays of the first elections and have the student poptilatiQn
popular song they ever had, I was done. vote fo;r who they would most like to see~
About as done as Pete Wentz's acting
SGA members attack us whenever it
comes time to vote for them. They set up
career.
So now, what seems like a decade later, stands with computers linked to MyUCF
and do everything they can to get you to
SGA brings them to UCF.
And I wasn't the only one who wasn't stop and vote for them, something similar
feeling Fall Out Boy. A lot of the feedback to being heckled by carnies at a state fair.
rd actually stop to vote for a prospecI heard from my friends, even from students I didn't know, was negative. Either tive Homecoming act if this happened
Even ifI didn't really like any ofthe acts
that or sarcastic enthusiasm toward the
event.
they had listed, at least I feel like I could
rm sure there were some fans of the have some say in who was coming to UCF
band who were psyched about the con- or vote for somebody I know a friend
cert. There had to have beep; the student would like to see.
section was full that night.
Maybe that takes some of the surprise
The concert was also open to the pub- out of the announcement of who is headlic, allowing fans from around the UCF lining the Homecoming Concert. Or
area to show up. But I can't say that I ever maybe it's just impossible-to organize a
encountered a truly positive vibe from any musical event or promise the student popUCF student about the Homecoming itlation an act that far in advance.
Concert.
But a vote would somewhat reflect what
So what was SGA thinking? Was there the student population wanted and that is
a really enthusiastic Fall Out Boy fan in what Homecoming week is all about.
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WORD

AROUND

CAMPUS

Are you concerned
about global warming?1'
11

ELISABETH LYONS

ROBERT NOBLE

STEPHANIE MENDES

Education, Sophomore

Mechanical Engineering, Freshman
"I thinkthe best way to fight it would be inventions in automobile production, like fuel cells
and things likethat and put moneyinto
research for things like that instead of big lobbying forbusinesses and stuff:"

Criminal Justice, Freshman
"I amjust somewhat concerned about global
wanning.Iam concerned that the wortd is like
going to be destroyed because of all the heat.
rm also concerned abo~ ice caps melting."

CODYBRUNTY

MARCUS SMITH

DANIELLE DEGUGUMO

Computer Science, Freshman

Information Technology, Junior

"Yes, Iam concerned about global wanning
because Ithink we can already see the effects
of it. Ithink that we exploit our environment. I
think we are wasteful people."

"Not really. Idon't think it will come in this lifetime so rm not worried about it.Idon't really
know enough about it to be concerned."

q

I

"It's definitely a problem. I'dsay it was half us
and half it was going to happen anywa'jS."

Art, Junior
"Yeah, I'm concerned about global wanning,
but really I'mjust concerned about the polar
bears."
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SUBMISSION DEADLINES

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online:

Online 24 hrs/day:
wwwKnightNewspapers.com/classified.s

9 a.m. day before publication

By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

•

PAYMENT METHODS
VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, .C ash, Check

Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

•

CLASSIFICATIONS
Rate

100 Help Wanted: General
125 Help Wanted: Part-nme
150 Help Wanted: Full-Tone
175 Business Opportunities
200 For Rent: Homes
225 For Rent Apartments
250 ,Roommates
275 Sublease
300 For Sale: Homes

(

c
c
B
B
B
A
A
B

32S
350
375
400
500
600
700
800
900

,.
Egg-Donor. Willing to pay up to
$4,000 if selected and If medically
acceptable. Ages 21-28, N/S. Please
call If Interested (321 )-303-1315
BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

..
....

An awesome summer jobl If you're
looking to spend this summer
outdoors, have fun while you work, and
make lifelong friends, then look no
further. Camp Mataponi, a residential
camp in Maine, has male/female
summertime openings for Arts,
Ceramics, Cooking, Gymnastics,
Maintenance, Office, Ropes Course,
Soccer, Tennis, Volleyball, Waterfront
(small crafts, life guarding, WSI),&
more. Top salaries plus room/board &
travel provided. Call us today toll free
at 1-888-684-2267 or apply online at
www.campmataponi.com.
Crest at Waterford Lakes - 1/1 . $925
cable, intrnt, alarm, water inclded.
Metro - Conway '=!r.d Curry Ford 1s, 2.;;
and 3s from $695. Call 407-898-7502
The Orlando Predators Arena Football
Team is looking for INTERNS for the
2008 season. For more information or
to apply, please visit
www.orlandopredators.com
Wanted: WEB-PAGE BUILDER
Computer data entry: ENTRY Level!
Understanding of HTML and Front
Pape ;:.roficiency a MUST!
bllly@ticketmom11U1.com
or call 407-729-1952
Flyer distribution pressure washer
people needed. Must have·
transportation, cell & live in the
UCF area. Call 407-359-5901

Assistant to President
for Real Estate Office nP.~~ IJCF.
PT/FT. Exp with Adobe Creative Suite
helpful. Please email resume to
realtorcharlotte@earthlink.net
Photography/Photo Sales Position
Looking to earn extra money during the
holidays? Freeze Frame is currently
seeking seasonal photographers and
salespeople for special resort events in
Kissimmee. No experience is
necessary, but a positive attitude is a
must. Interview Today! (407) 648-2111.
FT/PT Pre-Medical student
interested in working in medical
office/medispa/weight los~ center in
nearby Waterford Lakes. Fax
CV/Resume to 407-207-4886
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS.. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com

Website DesgnertDevebper
Needed. Strorg 1-fThAL, CSS,
JavaSaµ, DrecvnWea\e' skils
req.Jired. E.xpoot.re to SQL,
Vl3Sa1JI, ASP a plus. Work from
l"omekernote. $15-2J.tr deperdrg
on experierre. E-Mail rerune ard
sample sites to rest.rneS@llis1aits.-

PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must t..:ove Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
Locations in Orlando and Sanford
•••www.dogdayafternoon.ner•• email
resume to info@dogdayafternoon.net
Servers, Cashiers and Hosts
Wanted PT/FT .No exp necessary.
Energetic people w/ positive
attitudes. Only 20 min from UCF.
Come in between 9 and 5. The
Briarpatch Restaurant
252 Park Ave N. Call 407-628-8651 .

ADMINISTRATIVE
POSITION: Sanford firm seeks college
student for part-time administrative
position. Typing with Microsoft Word
required . Flexible work schedule. Fax
resume to 407-323-5423.

AT IN AD/PR/MARKETING
MAJORS!
Spring Marketing Internship
Available! Flex hours (10-15/week).
Great experience! Fast-paced work
environment. Must be energetic,
creative, hard-working!
UCF credit available.
Send resume w/ cover letter to
RyanM@KnightNewspapers.com.

rr.711 HELP WANTED:
~Full-Time

Customer Service Rep

Please apply in penon
Monday • Friday

from tam· 11 pm and 2pm-4pm

-----

DISTRIBUTION DRIVERS
5:30 - 7:30 am
Truck or SUV required
$10+ an Hour
E-mail RyanM@knightnewspapers.com

or call 407-447-4555

Seminole
Chronicle

The Central Florida Future is accepting applications for
<!entral

::future

•

•

3/2.5 Home, 2 miles from UCF. Large,
fenced backyard, w/d included.
$1200/mo. Small deposit.
(407) 923-3400
3/2 townhome for rent in Avalon Park.
$1300/mo. Great location . Amenities,
community pool incl. Flexible leases.
Please call 407-489-8127
UCF Area- 4/2 + 2 car garage. Incl.
washer/dryer, lawn maint. Available
mid Nov. 1,400 mo. For more info.
call 407-948-8409.

Looking for F reliable and respectful
roommates. 3 Rooms for rent in large
5/3 house in Tanner Crossing
overlooking lake. Must be clean, and
considerate. Avail. Dec Rent incl. util,
yardwork, H.S. Internet. Call info
913-908-8185 or rentucf@yahoo .com

Luxury Condo For Rent - 3Br/2Ba
Granite Counter Tops Kitchen and
Baths, Hardwood Floors, new carpet,
new appliances, rent includes
swimming pool, internet. cable, fitness
center. 5 minutes from UCF. $1,300
per month (407)-451-5137
2BED/2BATH Lake View, 2nd Floor.
W/D, Cable & Water Included.
$875/mo.
Call (321 )-297-6756!!!

Monday, Wednesday, and Friday Mornings

EOCM/f/ON

:Jfoi-iba

Beautiful 212 Duplex 2 mi from UCF
950 'sq.ft., appl. and lawn main!. incl.
N/S $950/mo + sec. dep
407-359-5001

2 bed 2 bath Townhouse - end unit
Minutes from. UCF off Alafaya Blvd.
Wash/Dry fenced yard carpet & tile
$825.00 month 407-383-9122 James
James@TheMatthewGroup.com

NOW Hiring

••
HOSTS
SERVERS
SERVER ASSISTANTS
BARTENDERS
LINE COOK
PREP COOK
DISHWASHERS
and many more...

Close to Rosen School for Hospitality
Management.3/2 Great room wt
vaulted ceilings,1312 S.F, new kitchen
tiled floors, tiled roof, corner lot, lawn
service included. $1250/month.Call:
407.234.0468

Immediate opening - Business
Manager for multi-million dollar
operation. Must have BA,BS
degree and accounting skills.
Salary, benefits, tuition
reimbursement - great work
environment. Send resume and ref
Its to dfox@nebook.com

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys.

Editorial Positions GAl\NE1T
<e}

for the Spring 2008 semester. Open positions in~lude News Editor,
Opinions Edit0r, and Variety Editor. Experience is preferred.
Applicant must be able to work Sundays, Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Please e-mail a resume to: Editor@CentralFloridaFuture.com no later
than Nov. 7 or mail them to 3361 Rouse Rd. Ste. 200, Orla.ndo Fli 32817

Grape Juice Antioxidant Study
RIPPE LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE at Florida Hospital Celebration Health is conducting
a study for women comparing the effects of concord grape juice on body.
antioxidant status.

2 M Looking for 1 M/F in a Fully
Furnished 3bdrm 2bth Home. A Must
See and Pies Are Available Through
Email. $500/month includes Water,
Electric, Internet, Cable TV, Pest
Control, & Lawn Care. For More Info:
(407)409-6206

212.5 Luxury Townhome in
gated comm, marble floors, HD TV
DVR., W/D, furnished, private patio,
15' X 14' room, alarm system, $600
plus 1/2 utilities. Call 305 924-7813
Available Jan 1 2008.
UCF STUDENTS: 1 ROOM AVAIL TO
RENT IN 4BD HOUSE
1 l:>d w/ own BA $650 quiet, attractive,
gated comm. 3mi from UCF. inc ls
cable, h/s internet, util, kitchen,
dining/living, stove/microwave, fridge,
was her/dryer, enclosed pool. deposit &
1st/mo rent req. 1YR lease, avail
immedCall 321 -947-3971
N/S F Wanted Newar UCF (Waterford
Lakes Conservation Area) In nice quiet
clean house $450/mo utility, W/D incl
Call 407-277-4112 or 407-249-2059
App. Fees waived & Free T.V!
Room avail with priv bath at U House
$445/mo util incl. Free shuttle, pool,
gym, comp lab. M pref. 407-716-5765
1 ROOMMATE WANTED
to share great home w/3 UCF females,
min. from campus. Lake, yard, Internet,
private room, priv 1/2 bath. All incl.
$500. Details & photos :
www.wlakeshouse.com
3Bed avail in house. 5 min from UCF!
Kitchen and living room furnished
Bedroom size: 13x10, his internet,
W/D, cable incld. $500/mo
Call 407-435· 4892 or 407-435-4904
ROOM FOR RENT WINTER
PARK $550/MO INCLUDES ALL $500
SECURITY 4079198948

•
•
•
•

•

Brief Physical Exam
Complete Blood Work
EKG Testing
Body Composition Analysis
$300 Compensation

Seeking two n/s roommates (m/f) in a
gated community close to the UCF
campus. One room available
immediately and the other on 12115.
Spacious 3/2.5 townhome in Avalon
Lakes. $600/month everything
included. Call Mike @ (954) 234-3953

To qualify you must be a healthy
female, normal weight, non-smoking,
and between 20 and 50 years of age.
You must be able to participate in
2 separate double-night stays.

For more

informati~n

please call 407-303-4544

First issue:
Each addl issue:
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Need a place for Spring?
3 rooms avail in large 5/3
$505/mo everything included
913-908-8185 or rentucf@yahoo.com
East orlando- room for rent. 3 ml
from UCF on E. Colonial. Private
bath, security, cable, klcthen and
laundry prlv. $500/mo all util Incl.
Call John 407-482-4972
Roommate to share all new 212
Condo- furnished,wood floors,
cath. cellings,new appllances,w/d,
pool,gym,tennls ct. 1/2 mlle from
UCF,utllities,cable Included.
$650 call Josh @813-763-2056
jclemmons@inbox.com

4 I .6 1

2

RateA

RateB

Rate(

$8

$}2

$5

$8

$}8
$}2

• Pricing includes up to four lines,35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

1-·-- t - - - - + - -i - - - - l - - ' i - --t-- - -

3 Rooms for rent in 5/2.5 house,
lakefront w/ pool, spa. Located In
UCF area. prefer 3 friends looking to
move into house. avail immed. each
$650/mo call for details 5164239959

3/2 Neat, clean, fresh paint, nice yard,
Sussex Dr. $995/mo + deposit. No
pets, no smoking. Off E Col. Near 408.
South of UCF (407) 421-7344

-------Anighi Newspaper§.
is now hiring energetic team
members at our Downtown Disney"
restaurants ...
Fulton's Crab House,
Wolfgang Puck Cafe &
Portobello Yacht Club!

$1325 per mo. 3/2 Home. 2 bed 1
bath home plus detached 1 bed 1
bath inlaw suite on 2.5 acres located
in Oviedo. 15 minutes from UCF
campus. Very private large wood
deck. Acreage is heavily wooded no
yard maintenance necessary. Please
call Liz. 407-492-6322

Today's Staff is looking for CSR's to
work full-tim.e Mon-Fri; 9 :30A-s':30P.
Please call 204-887-6348!!!

New health company needs
distributors right now for product
launch. Go to www.exfuze777.com
and click on opportunties to become a
pro distributor or an executive
distributor. Sign up and start earning
real money today!

RATES

Rate
For Sale: Automotive B
For Sale: General
A
For Sale: Pets
A
Servkes
B
Announ<ements
A
Traver
B
Worship
B
Miscellaneous
B
Wanted
B
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© Puzzles by Pappocom
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Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.
Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard level

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Mess maker
5 Shells and
elbows .
10 Ms. Bombeck
14 Navajo's
neighbor
15 PC messages
16 Pass out cards
17 Aid a fugitive
18 Stories
19 Dress
20 Settles down
22 Muslim holy city
23 "Agnus _•
24 Feel
28 Solder
component
29 Anchored
32 Old videotape
format
33 Articulate
34 Buffay of
"Friends"
35 Farm buildings
37 Charlotte's
cagers
39 Alphabet units
43 Sci-fi flick cast
member
45 Gershwin song
46 10 of dates
49 Speechless
50 Pay up
51 Sale-tag abbr.
52 Action site
54 Actor Ayres
55 Memorize
57 Carry out
61 Arrive
62 Dillon and
McCoy
65 Largest
continent
66 Austrian range
67 Think alike
68 Newspaper tidbit
69 Viper collective
70 Brings up
71 Invitation
acronym
DOWN
1 Uneven hairdo
2 Place for an
earring
3 Free access
4 Disastrous
extremity

, "'II

© 2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc .
All rlgtlts re.served.

5
6
7
8
9

Rozelle or Rose
Stock up on
Maglie or Mineo
Even score
Roker and
Michaels
10 Outskirts
11 Does a double
take
12 Actress
Strassman
13 Empire State
capital
21 Nancyof
basketball
22 Had good
intentions
25 Flow out
26 Schon of
Journey
27 Underscore
29 Velocity meas.
30 Now I see!
31 Way around
36 Boone musical
38 Location
40 Twines together
41 Theol. belief
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Last issue solved

Observe
Bear's lair
Tin Man's need
Louisiana lingo
Hobos
53 Following
56 Remainder

.

. .

58 Functions
59 Schreiber of
"RKO 281 "
60 light source
62 Besmirch
63 Time period
64 Refrain syllable

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds
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SUBLEASE

[[JI!] SERVICES

f

Female needed to sublease in 4/2
house with 2 female roommates.
Only 5 min from UCF. Available Dec
16th! $425/month plus utilities. NO
DEPOSIT! For more Info contact
Katie @ 904·610-9221

FRENCH TUTORING
Exp. French born teacher. All levels.
Reasonable rates. Adults and children.
Home teaching and translations. 5
miles from UCF. Call, leave msg
407-482-2343.

Female needed to sublease 212 at
Pegasus Pointe. $590/month utilities
incl. Available immediately!
November's rent FREEi Contact
Rachel @ 407-770-8795

Drum Lessons
9 years experience
Avalon Park
Call for more info: (727)-51 !5-9365

Need to sublease 4/4 apt. ASAP! Male
or Female-$525pmonth all utilities
included. 5 mins. from UCF, Seminole
and Valencia Community College, and
Full Sail! Call 4079207344 or email
ucf131 @hotmail.com if interested
1 Female room in 4/4 at Village at
Science Dr. $560/mo util. included.
Fully furnished, shuttle to UCF, tanning
bed, pool, gym & morel (954) 6 14-0103

Free! Free! Free!
Any Cell Phone! Any Carrier!
Visit us on the web:
www.UCFcellular.com
Betsy' Home Cleaning Service
"Let me do the dirty work you hate
to do!" Call: 813-760-7978 or email:
betsyatahhc@yahoo.com. 1st
cleaning $10 off!!

M needed to sublease 4/4 in The Lofts.
Super clean, 2 firs w/ loft, avail Dec.
13th, $569/mo all util incl.
Call Paul at (772)-349-4302

Health Services
. Administration Student
Association MEETING!!
When: Nov. 7, 2007 6:00 pm
Where: TBA
Career Workshop! Get tons
of info on careers, resumes,
interviews, etc. Food and
drinks will be served.
Questions?

3 BR/2 BA/ 2 CAR, 2.5 Miles from
UCF, 15 Min from Downtown
Orlando, Incl. Water Treatment
System, Like New 1997 Home,
Motivated Seller $215k, Contact
Earlene 407.721.2496
3/2 and 1550sf in a wonderful
neighborhood. Modern look. with
several upgrades. Must Sell way below
value. Great investment near UC F.
$217,200. 407-620-1625

5 minutes to UCF
5 212 Condos av11il. on all floors.
Appl,W/D , water & cable inc l. Scrnd porch.
Low condo fees. Dwn pay. assist. for
1st time buyers. Starting at $129,900
Realty llSA Inc 407-721-8874

Why Rent? Why Not own?
Avalon Park $220K V21,142 sq ft.
Townhome,Appllances,Screened
Porch, 2 Car Garage, Walk to Rec
Ctr.Owner will consider lease
option.Call 407 468-2686 or E mall
paulakotzln@watsonrealtycorp.-

• #1 Spring Break Website! 4 & 7 night
trips to BahamaPartyCruise,
PanamaCity, Acapulco, Cancun and
more. Low prices guaranteed. Group
discounts for 8+. Book 2o people, get 3
free trips! Campus reps needed.
www.StudentCity.com or 800-293-1445.
Spring Break 2008
Sell trips. earn cash, go free. Group
discounts available . Best deals
guaranteed! Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas, S. Padre, Florida.
1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com

LOSE WEIGHT LIKE CRAZY
Burn Fat, Block Cravings, Boost Energy
All Natural!! Super Easy!!
*Still Eat Your Favorite Foods•
Call J ohnny & Kate @ (954) 415-8499

•

" Join the war on crlmel"
Pepper Sprays, Personal Alarms,
Stunguns, Screecher Alarms, Electronic Barking Dog Alarm, Window/Door Alarms, Telephone Voice
Changers, Self Defense DVD's &
Much more ... Call for FREE Catalog
407-977-8053
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• UCF students make asplash
...................... .Page B2

• UCF names next year's
royalties ........... .Page B3

• UCF laughs up Homecoming in
New Arena ......... .Page B6

• Tailgating is abig part of
Homecoming .•••••.•Page B2

• Skit Knight parodies Disney
and Scoo_by-Doo .•.•.P.age B6

• Four bands rock out at Concert
Knight ........•...•.Page B7
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Students show spirit with a splish and a Splash

•

STEVE MULLIS
Contributing Writer

They came, they cheered
and they splashed
Despite a week of rain and
wind, the clouds parted and
the sun came out last Friday
to greet students gathered for
UCF's annual Homecoming
pep rally, Spirit Splash.
"I thought it went really
well, and we had a great
turnout," said Megan Policastro, the Homecoming Committee Spirit Splash chair.
At about 10:45 a.m., students lined up to get their
green Spirit Splash T-shirts to
commemorate the event. An
hour later the line stretched
around the entire Reflecting
Pond and to the other side of
Millican Hall as more students staked out positions
around the pool.
UCF volunteers began
passing out the shirts amid
the music of Last Winter, a
five-piece rock ensemble
from Orlando. The band
played on the rear stage while
students continued to fill the
area in front of the Reflecting
Pond.
By 12:30 p.m., more than
1,000 students stood ready to
get into the pool and cool off
from the heat. Several passes
by Knightro around the
perimeter of the pool had the
crowd sufficiently amped,
and then the master of ceremonies gave the order to
dive in.
·
The crowd surged into the
Reflecting Pond to music provided by Knightcast, and the
festivities ·got underway.
Students splashed, crowd
surfed and caught UCF mem. orabilia thrown into the
crowd by SGA members and
Homecoming volunteers.
The
UCF
Marching
Knights made their way to the
stage while the crowd was
treated to the first of several
renditions ofUCF's unofficial
theme
song,
"Zombie
Nation."
"I don't know what that
song is," UCF Head Coach
George O'Leary said when he
came to the stage later, "but
keep playing it."
The Marching Knights,
along with the UCF Cheerleaders and everyone on the
stage, led the students in
UCF's fight song, which only
got the crowd more excited.
"It was awesome and a lot
of fun," said Anthony Martely,
a freshman business administration major who attended
Spirit Splash for the first time.
"This was my first time, and it
was crazy, but I will definitely
do it all four years I am here."
The event continued with
performances by the KnightMoves Dance Team, the Starlet Knights and Rukus.
"My favorite part is the
dancing and the cheerleaders," said Brittany Kemp, a
junior theater major. "This is
my second Spirit Splash and
it won't be my last."
Some students came to
show their spirit, despite having classes to attend.
"I skipped class to come
here," said theater major
Nicki Perrino. "I fell face-first
in the water and wrestled
some guy for a toy duck [they
were throwing out].
"This is my first Spirit
Splash, and if was the best
experience I've had here so far."
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Student Body President
Brandie Hollinger and Vice
President Logan Berkowitz
took the stage to show their
support of the Knights and
the event.
"This is the best Spirit
Splash ever," Hollinger said to
the roaring crowd.
Berkowitz then took the
stage and made a confession.
''You know, this is my fifth
Spirit Splash and I still have
never gotten in the water,"
Berkowitz said.
This was met by boos and
hisses from the crowd below.
Hollinger also confessed that
she had never been in the
water at Spirit Splash before.
Both of them then
answered the crowd by running off of the stage and rushing toward the Reflecting
Pond and the cheering masses. They were met with an
assault of water and a round
of applause from their fellow
students.
Other speakers at the
event included UCF President John Hitt, Director of
Athletics Keith Tribble and
the introduction of the
Homecoming Court.
The fun and excitement of
the event also brought a little
bit of sadness for some students.
Senior political science
major Wendy Whitman said
she felt sad because this was
her last Spirit Splash.
"This is my fifth and last
Spirit Splash," Whitman said.
"I don't think any other
school has anything like this,
and I'm sad to leave it."
All is not lost, as the event
was also peppered with alumni of all ages.
Lynn Trivett and his wife
Kimmy are members of the
UCF Alumni Association and
attended Spirit Splash to
show their support for the
UCF Knights. Kimmy Trivett
said they go to UCF events as

•

••
•
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often as they can.
"We love this school," she
said.
"Having everything on
campus now - the Arena, the
stadium, Spirit Splash and the
parade - it adds a whole new
dimension to UCF," Lynn
Trivett said. "It means a lot to
alumni, and it will mean a lot
to the students in the future."
Kimmy Trivett added that
UCF is more like a family
now with everything on campus.
"People can come and be a
part of the family now," she
said. "It's very friendly and
everything is accessible. It's
wonderful."
The event ended with the
last of the shirts and memorabilia being thrown out to the
dispersing crowd along with
the singing of UCF's Alma
Mater.
"I thought all of the speakers were great," Policastro
said. "They were a lot better
than last .year, and we even
added some.
"Overall, I thought the
event went really well; there
were no injuries or fights."
Neither the UCF Police
Department nor the medical
team on hand reported any
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Spirit Splash this year made waves at the Reflecting Pond, with local UCF celebrities such as Knightro - whose retro outfit was redone at
the same time Bright House Networks Stadium was opened - Student Body President Brandie Hollinger (center) and UCF President John
Hitt. Students also had a strong showing at the event, with some wearing bikinis and crowd surfing, while others showed their European
flair with the imported look of the Speedo bikini suit. More than 1,000 students attended.

Tailgating important to students, alumni at Marshall game
.

LIANA COLE
Contributing Writer
Me~Hernandez

Instead of tailgating, Melissa
Hernandez,
a
mathematics education senior, spent
the Homecoming
football
game
working at Wackadoo's Grub &
Brew in the Student Union. Hernandez, with
three other co-workers, sold
ice-cold bottled beer from outside the sports bar's doors Saturday for $2 each. Even though
Hernandez knew she would be
working during the game, she
said she had a feeling UCF was
going to win. ''I have faith in our
team," Hernandez said

lilyHafter
Lily Hafter, a public administration junior, is a proud member of Rowdy Knights. Rowdy
Knights is a student organiza~

f

tion dedicated to supporting all
UCF teams. Hafter has been an
active · member of Rowdy
Knights for two months and
refers to it as the "best organization this school has." Hafter said
that being a part of Rowdy
Knights ha5 helped her enjoy
her college experience more. "It
brought out the school spirit in
me," Hafter said

Paul Whitacre
Paul Whitacre, a Marshall
alumnus with a degree in psychology, spent Satw:day tailgating
with fellow Marshall
fans.
Whitacre is originally from West
Virginia but is
now living in
Orlando working as a waiter at
P.F. Chang's. Whitacre envisioned that Marshall would
come out victorious and predicted a score of 31-21 Marshall.

Paul Clemens
Paul Clemens was a student
of Orlando Jr. College in the
1950s, before it was
transformed into
UCF. Clemens was
born and lived his
entire life in Orlando, staying here to
raise five kids. His
wife is a UCF graduate as well as his son-in-law.
Clemens has season tickets to
. this season's football games and
plans on getting them next season too. "Being. among youth
keeps us young at heart,"
Clemens said Clemen.S said he .
loves the tailgating atmosphere
and watching the college stuqents.
Zonia Clemens
Zonia Clemens, a UCF
graduate, tailgated before the
game Saturday after watching
the UCF basketball game that
morning. Clemens graduated
in 1979 '\vith a degree in educa-

!
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tion. Clemens transferred from
Valencia. Clemens said that
she never had the opportunity
to go to any of her Homecoming.events and is happy to be a
part of the excitement now. As
a season ticket holder,
Clemens isn't wasting any
time.
Chavous Armstrong

Chavous Armstrong, a
sophomore sociology major, tailgated before the
Homecoming
football game Saturday, even though
she wasn't sure
exactly who the
UCF Knights were about to
play. However, the football
game wasn't the first Homecoming event Armstrong took
part in. "Comedy Knight was
hilarious," Armstrong said,
noting one of Benji Brown's
continuous punch lines, ''We
got it at the house."
y

Shelley'Ibomas
Shelley Thomas, a freshman
mass communications major,
took advantage of her first
Homecoming, going to almost
every event during Homecoming week In addition to the
football game, Thomas attended Comedy Knight, Movie
Knight, <;:oncert Night and Spirit Splash. "It's pretty much awesome," Thomas said
Jacqie Smith
"I represent my colors
and my team,"
said.
Jacqie
Smith, a junior
business management major.
Smith has been
to every football
game this year
and thinks the new stadium
is outstanding, noting tailgating on 'campus as nothing short of amazing. Smith
predicted a UCF win.
"We're going to ,stomp Mar-

shall," Smith said.

Philip Wright
Philip Wright, a hospitality
management sophomore, only
got to view the tailgating festivities from a distance Saturday.
WorlQng as an Alumni Association facility manager since his
freshman year, Wright is often
missing out on UCF events,
recently not being able to go to
any Homecoming events this
semester. "I would love to go to
the football game; I have a lot
of school spirit, but my job
comes first," Wright said
Chad Freling
Chad Freling, a senior business management major, has
been a part of every football
game this season, always arriving early to tailgate with his girlfriend and a few friends. Freling,
originally from West Palm
Beach, gave the impression that
tailgating was a lot of fun when
he said, "What's not to like?"
\ii'.
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Two students become Homecoming rOyalty for a year

..

.

.

first time she's spffit every wak- out the popcorn,
"I think the students recoging minute for a week thinking
Staff Writer
about Homecoming. Last year, nized that these were 10 very
After a week of campaigning she was the Skit Knight Chair of involved students, and they were
proud and appreciative to see us
at the various Homecoming · the Homecoming Board
events, through Facebook
''Last year, we worked on there," Zimmerman said
Zimmerman ruis been
groups and through their vari- everything in advance,'' Zimous organizations, the results of merman said "'This year I got to involved in campus activities
since her freshman year. She
the vote for the Homecoming reap the benefits ofthat."
After being nominated by was actively involved in Pi Beta
King and Q!teen were
announced Saturday during their respective organizations, Phi. LEAD Scholars and Camhalftime at the Homecoming the candidates .went through an pus Crusade for Christ. She held
football game.
interview process to be selected leadership roles in each organi·
zation
Graduate Student Julie Zim- on the court
''I thought it was important
· After the 10 candidates were
merman and senior Scott Kirkman were crowned as the royal- selected, it was up to the stu- to be a name, riot a number,"
ty of Homecoming.
dents to vote for the king and Zimmerman said. "UCF provides that."
Zimmerman was nominated queen.
The court was required to
Zimmerman had been
by h~ sorority, Pi Beta Phi and
Kirkman was nominated by his attend each Homecoming event involved in Homecoming
and-w as recognized at each one. through LEAD, where she
fraternity, Kappa Sigma
For Zimmennan, it's not the At Movie Knight, they passed served as the director of the

ROBYN SIDERSKV
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executive board This got her to
apply to be the Skit Knight chair
in her third year.
When she realized she would
graduate with degrees in advertising/public relations and theater in only three years, she
applied to be on the President's
Leadership Council
''It was such a phenomenal
opportunity to get to know the
administration in this campus
and be a represep.tative of the
student body," Zimmerman
said
She said that she's continued
her education at UCF because
she didn't want to cut her experience short
She began taking ~ for
her master's degree as an undergraduate, and that's allowing her

Got your goat

•
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Ashley Conyers, the 2007 Homecoming Queen, passes the crown to her Pi Beta Phi sorority
sister,Julie Zimmerman, during halftime. Scott Kirkman was named Homecoming King.

to graduate in May 2008 withher
master's in· mass communication
"UCF gave me the opportunity to graduate in four years witha
masters;' Zimmerman said.
"That's something you just can't
tum down"
As an undergraduate, Zimmerman majored in advertising/public relations and theater,
which has helped her be irwolved
in the Orlando community as
well as UCFs.
She completed three advertising/public relations internships
and has volunteered with children's theater in the Orlando
community.
Another attribute that sets
Zimmerman apart is that Ashley

Conyers, her little sister in Pi Beta
Phi. was the 2006 Homecoming
Q!teen.
"I was so proud of her last
year," Zimmerman said '1\.shley's
just really been able to get
irwolved in campus in lots of different ways. I couldn't be a
prouder big si.stei:"
Zimmerman said that last
year, while she was on the executive board, she got to stand with
Conyers' mother and watch her
get crowned
"I had already had · my
moment, watching her get
crowned," she said "This year
was just the icing on the cake."
A profile on Kirkman, the
Homecoming King, will run in
the next issue of the Future.
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• Color
• Corrective Color
• Perms
• Braiding
• Hilites-Lowlites
• Men's &Women's Haircuts
•. Formal Styling &Up-Do's
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At every home game this year, two goats have showed up dressed in black and gold and participated in the celebratory tailgating before the game. On Saturday, the goats
prepared for a UCF Knights 47-13 victory over Marshall, which keeps the Knights ranked in second place in Conference USA.East Division, 1/2 a game behind East Carolina.

To make your appointment:
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We are committed to understanding what you want before
we even start your hair, so you get it your way.
We want you to look and feel your best every day because we're
here to create your best hair "DO" and your perfect hair "DYE"!!!
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407-658-2121

Chuck and Larry gets giggles

12263 University Blvd..
Orlando, FL 32817
Behind McDonald's

- -ROBVN SIDERSKY---

for them.
corn was that they wished
"We got what we came they had a drink to wash
for," Zuniga said.
down the salty snack.
Homecoming's
Movie
When the doors opened to
Students filed into the
Knight had nearly 3,000 stu- the Arena at 7 p.m., there Arena and scattered around
dents doubled over in laugh- were long tables set up, the sections of the lower
ter last Monday with the manned· by volunteers who bowl. The ·video screens at
showing of I Now Pronotmce handed out T-shirts to eager center court were lowered,
You Chuck and Larry in the students.
and the movie was di.splayed
New UCF Arena.
"I almost got into a fight, on each side.
Originally set to take place but I got a shirt," said sopho· "This is really impressive,"
on Memory Mall, inclement more molecular science junior civil engineering major
weather moved the event to major Yashira Pabon.
Bryan Paul said. "It's a nice
the Arena. Through e-mails,
Junior accounting major set up, comfortable."
fliers posted around campus Ryan Bingell said he came for
Everyone seemed happy
and word of moutii, the loca- everything.
with the movie choice, and
tion change didn't seem to
"This is the first Home- the laughs of amused stuaffect the success of the coming event I've ever been . dents echoed throughout the
event.
' to," Bingell said "In the past, Arena.
"It's good that we got to I've been too busy. October is
The only thing students
see the New Arena," sopho- the month where professors questioned was why the
more business major Katelyn load you up with things to movie wasn't a scary one,
Smith said.
do."
because the theme was scary
Not only did students get
The Homecoming Court and Homecoming was schedto watch the movie, but handed out cups of three tla- uled during Halloween week.
Homecoming T-shirts were vors of popcorn - cheddar,
"I think it's good, but it
given out as well as tickets to caramel and original. The should have been scary for
the Homecoming Concert.
popcorn was in complimenta- Halloween and the theme,"
Molecular and microbiol- ry yellow cups di.splaying the sopho~ore radiology major
ogy majors Cristina Zuniga theme of this year's Home- Brittany Howell said.
and Tracy Disevo went to get coming;"Tales of Terror."
The event. helped set the
tiCkets to the Fall Out Boy
The only complaint stu- tone for the rest of Homeconcert and waited two hours dents had about the free pop- coming week.
StaffWriter
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Don't Save Money On A H-aircut.
Save Money· On Car Insurance.
Go have a profesfilonal cut your hair, because your State Farm®agenfs got
. your back with the right coverage and discounts up to 4QOA> on car insurance.
Gill me 24/7 for a quote. What are you waiting for? It's a better way to save.
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MONDAY-THURSDAY ,ANYTIME

INSURANCE
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Rocco English

10004 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32817-1901
Bus: 407-657-7800
www.roccoenglish.com
•

Call me 2417 for DisCounts up to 40%
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LIKE A GOOD NEIGHBOR,
STATE FARM IS THERE::"
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The 2007 Homecoming Court lines up before the winner is announced at Saturday's Homecoming game.
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UCF
Hitt gives a speech before Spirit Sp/ash on Frida b
.
BRIAN BUSTOS I CE
u URE
President Brandie Hollinger and Director ofAthletics Keith Tribb/
the Reflecting Pond. He was joined by Student Body
.
ea eevent that drew more than 1,000 students into the water.
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Skit Knight entertains with 'Terror' and comedy
"[There are] so many aspects
we bring together for our performance."
UCF's Homecoming Week
Each group had a different
2007 Tales of Terror theme show or movie with a terror
didn't scare away thousands of base to fit the Tales of Terror
students for Skit Knight theme.
Wednesday in the New UCF
Kappa Kappa Gamma,
Arena
Sigma Nu, Alpha Epsilon Pi
The Arena allowed stu- and Lambda Sigma Upsilon
dents to get seats with a good took a twist on the Nightmare
view sitting anywhere, because on Elm Street theme with a
there is room for 10,000 peo- UCF-reject-turned-Marshallple. It also meant they didn't student in the 1980s who
have to get in line an hour or haunts UCF students in their
two early just to get a seat and sleep to take their UCF spirit.
cram into a packed arena, like ,
Phi Sigma Pi, a National
in past years at the old venue.
Honors Fraternity, played out
"I like how everyone has a their "Thriller" theme with a
good seat," said Lauren Forbis, studious UCF student tirelessa music education junior. "It ly after an 'W.' in everything,
feels more empty, but every- later busting out some dance
one can see the stage a lot bet- moves with others Michael
ter."
Jackson-style.
Starting at 7 p.m., the show
Kappc:t Delta; Tau Kappa
had a combination of skits with Epsilon and Sigma Chi took
dance segments, with a time their Beetlejuice theme and
limit of eight minutes each. If tied it in with gameday. Their
any group went over their car went to the bottom of Lake
time, they would be disquali- Claire, and to bring them back
fied. Baptist Campus Ministry, to life, they said "Beetlejuice"
the only group to go over, was three ~es. On their way to the
docked 100 points from their game, they got pulled over by
overall score.
UCF Police and got a slew of
BRIAN BUSTOS I CENTRALFLORIDAFUTURE
But, with the scoreboard tickets for almost nothing at alL
The
LEAD
Scholars'
Scooby-Doo-themed
dance
routine,
above,
won
the
the
award
for
best
dance
at
Homecoming
Skit
K
night
2007.
The
winner
of
Skit
Knight
was LEAD Scholars.
timer counting down, every
Chi Omega, Lambda Theta
group showed their Home- Phi, Hispanic-American Stucoming and UCF spirit in their dent Association and Baseball said he wasn't fully satisfied.
entertaining mixtures of acting Club made fun of the fourth"I think this is a lot worse
and getting down. With each .floor mystery of the UCF Stu- than last year," he said. ·~lot of
group cheering their fellow dent Union with their Twilight the skits are sucking this year,
members on, it wasn't difficult Zone theme. When the eleva- including our own."
for them to feel the high ener- tor took them up to that floor,
Ron Hecht, a business junior
gy in the giant Arena.
they . were in the "Twilight in Alpha Epsilon Pi, thought
Traditionally known as a Zone" - flashy lights, hypnot- the Arena was a good place to
Greek event, Skit Knight did ic spirals and alL
hold Skit Knight as well
have several fraternities and
Lead Scholars' Scooby"The graphics, the effects,
sororities paired together, but Doo-themed dance won best the lighting are 10 times better,"
they weren't the only ones on danc;e, and winners of overall he said "Our skit's well-directstage.
skit were the Pi Beta Phi, Beta ed; we'll bring a lot of energy to
RUKUS, UCF's hip-hop Theta Pi, Phi Gamma Delta the whole season."
team, opened the show with a and Iota Phi Theta team.
Elaina Naughton, a business
ba,ng - an<l; some bangin'
Students watching and administration junior, said she ·
dance moves. Different outfits involved in the show like d liked Skit Knight, but it wasn't
and hip-hop songs kept them what they saw, for the most her favorite.
dancing for about 15 minutes pan:.
"Spirit Splash is my
while the audience cheered.
Gabe Baum, a chiropractics favorite," she said
They ·e ven had a man walking junior il_l Kappa Sigma fraterniEven before the show, peoon his hands while everyone ty, said he thought the venue ple had big expectations.
danced behind him.
was the best part.
"I'm expecting greatness,''
''We always have skits, per"I fmd it's a lot easier, and it said Jee Shum, an athletic
formances, costume changes," was a good decision," he said
health training sophomore in
said Ashlee Clay, a forensic sciEven though he liked the the Phi Gamma Delta fraterniBRIAN BUSTOS I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE
ence senior in RUKUS. overall humor of the show, he ty. "Just flat out greatness."
The Disney Villains, above, performed at Skit Knight 2007 in the New UCF Arena. The event was held on Wednesday night.

LAUREN PAULAUSKAS
Staff Writer

Arena allows more room for laughs

Climbing to the top
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•
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MATTHEW KUKA
Contributing Writer
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AUCF student enters Bright House Networks Stadium and heads toward the student
section at Saturday's Homecoming game against the Marshall Thundering Herd.

AND THE WINNERS ARE ...
For the overall winners of Homecoming,there were three winners each
for large organizations and small organizations.
FIRST PLACE:

Large Organizations: Kappa Kappa
Gamma, Sigma Nu, Alpha Epsilon Pi
and Lambda Sigma Upsilon
Small Organizations: Campus Crusade
for Christ
SECOND PLACE:

Large Organizations: Pi Beta Phi, Beta
Theta Pi, Phi Gamma Delta and Iota Phi
Theta
Small Organizations: Honors Congress
THIRD PLACE:

Large Organizations: LEAD Scholars
Small Organizations: Phi Sigma Pi
National Honor Fraternity

ACTS

Nearly 3,000 people attended Homecoming's Comedy
Knight, and despite the late
start, the laughs were worth
the wait.
Even with the large crowd,
seating was not the problem it
has been in the past, thanks in
part to the size of the New
UCFArena.
"The New Arena offers up
new opportunities due to the
space we can use,'' said Marc
Berkovits, executive director
of the Homecoming Board.
'We can hold more, and that is
the greatest advantage:'
With many of the seats
filled, the three comedians hit
the stage and performed sets
that seemed to please many in
the audience.
Toby Striker, an amateur
comedian and former UCF
student, opened the show.
Striker was the winner of a
comedy competition that was
a joint project between Campus Activities Board and the
Homecoming Board and was
held in late October at Wackadoo's.
Striker said he was honored
to open for such big-name
comedians as Bruce Bruce and
Benji Brown.
"I have opened up for large
groups but really nothing as
big as Comedy Knight in front
of Bruce Bruce,'' Striker said.
"This is a dream come true:•
Striker's brand of comedy,
although different from the
other comedians, earnt:d
laughs from the audience. His
style of one-linei: humor,
which he says many have
termed "geek humor,'' was met'
with laughter almost every
time,
"He did a good job,'' 19-yearold finance student Shawn Dilbert said. "The situation he
was in wasn't easy, opening for
Benji and Bruce Bruce."
Brown came out with a
strong performance and with
a word to the women in the
audience, telling them to
stand up for themselves.
Brown, who co-starred in the
feature film Miami Tail, has
been on stage with other big
acts such as Mike Epps and
I

· BRUCE BRUCE
Bruce has been on BfT's Comic View
and appeared in a number of movies.

f>

BENJI BROWN

Brown co-starred in the movie Miami
Tail and has toured with Mike Epps.
TOBY STRIKER
The amateur comedian who opened up.

PHOTOS BY MAITHEWKUKA I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

From top: Bruce Church - aka Bruce Bruce - Benji Brown and Toby Striker all delivered
laughs at Tue$day's Comedy Knight. The show had nearly 3,000 UCFstudents in attendance.

Finesse Mitchell.
Brown's act consisted mainly of stories, one connected to
the next as the audience tried
to keep up, laughing along the
way.
Brown mainly hit on social
issues and the differences
between races in different settings. From his high falsetto
voice used to , impersonate a
female character and white

people, to his bit about black
parties running out of alcohol,
to his running joke.about ''You
shoulda' b een here," the
crowd's response was positive.
Brooke Stiell, a 19-year-old
legal studies sophomore, said
she has always b een a fan of
Brown.
"He is so funny," Stiell said
"I just liked his whole act." ,
Bruce
Church, better

known as Bruce Bruce, hit the
stage in a big way in front of
the audience at Comedy
Knight. Bruce, who has been
on BET's Comic View and in
movies such as Larry the Cable
Guy: Health Inspector and·
Who's Your Caddy?, had the
audience laughing from the
first minute to the last.
Sports and fitness major
Jarrod Pouncey, 22, said he
really enjoyed the show, mostly because of Bruce.
"He just likes to have fun,"
Pouncey said "He's hilarious.
He even called the Ques
[Omega Psi Phi] out."
Bruce gave out a few free Tshirts and gave shout outs to
the Greeks in the audience as
they shouted out special
sounds representing the
National Panhellenic Council
organizations. He fmished his
set and ended Homecoming's
Comedy Knight 2007 on a high
note.
"Bruce Bruce stole the
show," Berkovits said "He was
funny and fun to watch."
Even with the lack of early
advertisement, the Homecoming staffwasn't really surprised
about the turnout and the qual:ity of the show overall
"I think it · was a great
turnout," Berkovits said.
"Everym.~e had a great time. A
lot of people were laughing
and a lot of people had fun."
Ben Gibbs, assistant general
manager of the Arena, said he
was happy that everything
went well for this year's Comedy Knight.
''We want to ensure the students are happy, safe and comfortable in their own Arena,"
Gibbs said. "To make sure they
have fun is first and foremost
in our minds."
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Fans are thankful·for
ffie·concert memories
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'

•

Staff Writer

Four bands rocked Homecoming's Concert Knight on
Thursday for 8,000 UCF students and Florida fans.
Fall Out Boy, Gym Class
Heroes, .Plain White T's and
Cute Is What We Aim For
included UCF in their Young
Wild Things Tour and gave a
spectacular show that was
never lacking energy.
"It is so mtich better than
high school and puts it in the
dust,'' said freshman civil
engineering major Laura
Beatty about the college
Homecoming experience.
Students started lining up
Thursday morning to get
good seats to the show. As
the day went on, the line got
longer
and
eventually
stretched all the way to
Memory Mall.
When the doors opened,
students filed in and the first
1,500 people were given
wristbands to get access to
the floor.
If students didn't want to
stand within inches of other
fans, they could sit in the
comfortable Arena seats
instead.
The remaining free tickets
to the show were distributed
at Memory Mall starting at 2
p.m. the day of the show.
"Getting the free tickets
was no problem," Beatty said.
A total of 4,400 tickets
were given away free to students, and the remaining
tickets were sold to the public and made the event a soldout show.
"I like how they gave them
away free," freshman engineering major Ken Horner
said.
A thousand tickets were
given out at five different
UCF events, including the
grand opening of the New
UCF Arena, Late Knights, the
football game against Memphis, the Mr. UCF pageant
and Movie Knight.
Four hundred tickets were
reserved for students who
attend other campuses. The
remaining 3,000 tickets were
distributed on the day of the
event.
·
Cute is What We Aim For
opened the show with a
selection of songs from their
album The Same Old Blood
Rush with a New Touch.
The lesser-known band
had no problem getting the
crowd hyped for the rest of
the show.
Next, the Plain White T's
took the stage and played
songs from their . latest
album, Every· Second Counts.
The crowd seemed most
excited when they played
"Hey There Delilah."
The last song they performed was the' single they
plan to release next, called
"Our Time Now," which is
the theme song for the ABC
show Greek.
Tom Higgenson, the lead
singer of the Plain White T's,
expressed his appreciation
for Fall Otit Boy.
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The competition for SGA's $500 Fan of the Game scholarship was fierce Saturday, as evidenced by the plethora of black and gold above.
Included in the photo: Robby Oark as UCF Superman; Alyssa Blisterine as the knighted princess; Lily Hafter as the UCF Diva; Keith
Schuberth as the Knightro Transformer; Gavin Glider as the Transforming Knight; and Gary Swiatlowski as the Thundering Herd's cow.
Ultimately, Gavin Glider took home the gold for his Knightro costume that transformed into a train.
.

. Knightro's Transformer

wins $500 scholarship
KARI WILBERG
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Contributing Writer

This past Saturday, the Student Government Association continued its Homecoming celebration by awarding a
$500 Fan of the Game scholarship to the most spirited
Knight.
Around 11 am. the day of
each home game, Athletics
and )'radition Coordinator
Brandon Delanois drives
around in his four-wheel
Gator looking for tailgaters
who show an exceeding
amount of school spirit. Candidates are not only judged by
the level of their rowdiness
but also by their creative costuming.
After finding a fan he feels is
a worthy contestant, Delanois
hands them a flier telling them
to meet at the SGA tents in
Memory Mall at 1 p.m.
"We print out about SO
each game, we might hand out
about 20 fliers total and then
we usually have anywhere
from five to 10 contestants,"
Director of Campus Life
Adam Giery said
After the contestants gathered at the SGA tent on Saturday, they pulled all the contestants together to test their
spirit. Each contestant gave
their name and the name of
their costume, then concluded with a display of their individual school spirit.
All six contestants were
uniquely bl~ck and gold,
·adding a spice of their own
personality to their costumes.
Robby Clark, a senior
industrial engineering major,
deemed himself the "UCF
Superman."
One masked woman
showed up as a knighted
princess, revealing herself as
Alyssa Blisterine.
Another contestant, Lily
Hafter, a junior public administration major, showed up
with her black-and-gold,
striped dress and a checkered,
black-and-gold face. She said .
she didn't even do this for the
scholarship and that it was
just for fun. Hafter was "The

UCFDiva"
· Keith Schuberth, a freshman English major, said his
costume was inspired by and
displayed "the awesome-est
of UCF and the awesome-est
of transformers.'' Schuberth
dubbed himself the "Knightro
Transformer."
He had stiff competition,
however, when Skit Knight
champion Gavin Glider, a senior political science and history major showed up. Glider
was
the
"Transforming
Knight." His costume not only
displayed UCF's school colors
of black and gold, but also
lived up to its name.
When standing, Glider was
a Knight, ready for battle with
sword in hand. However, after
his transformation, Glider
was a black-and-gold train
ready to mow down our
Thundering Herd competition.
fu representation of crushing the Thundering Herd
known as Marshall, senior hospitality management major
Gary Swiatlowski showed up
as a cow, dressed in all black
and gold. The sides of his
mohawk were even painted
with the UCF emblem.
The cheers of the gathered
crowd around the contestants
determined the two finalists,
which were Swiatlowski and
Glider.
As the final round progressed, however, there was
no doubt who had earned the
gold - Glider transformed
and the crowd went wild
Delanois said that typically
these eliminations go into
several rounds, and the winner is not always clear. He was
amazed at how easily Glider
won the competition by a
landslide.
After the competition,
Glider was amazed as well.
He said he had found the idea
on YouTube and spent six
hours creating the costume
for UCF Skit Knight. Glider
had never even thought to
wear it for the competition.
But more than anything, when
asked about his competition,
all he really said is; "I can't

believe this works!"
Glider said he plans to put
the money toward future
books and tuition.
The Fan of the Game
scholarship was started last
year by Delanois and former
Student Body President Mark
White. Delanois said that it
was started as a way to boost
tradition and also get students
excited.
Delanois and White wanted a way to reward the students who come out to every
game and support the team.
Delanois looks for people
with the most creativity concerning the costume. He said
that the costumes need to
reach beyond the typical
black-and-:gold knight. Also,
contestants must be sober
and responsible about their
garbage while tailgating.
Delanois understands people like to have fun, but he
also feels that that fun should
be cleaned up in the end, not
left to rot away on school
lawns.
So far this year, five Fan of
the Game scholarships have
been given out to students,
and one more will be given to
the best fan on the Nov. 24
game against the University
of Texas at El Paso Miners.
According to Joe SCiarrmo,
director of the Activity and
Service Fee Business Office,
these scholarships are implemented to gain interest in
sports. This encourages fans
to take this interest to the next
level by dressing up and
showing their school spirit.
Sciarrino said that Fan of
the Game scholarships are
also given out at five men's
basketball games and five
women's basketball games.
"The idea of the scholarship for basketball is to spark
interest in the sport," he said
Due to a larger number of
scholarships given away, basketball Fan of the Game scholarships are limited to $250.
Delanois and Giery hope
that fans continue to get rowdier now that the · message
about the Fan of the Game
scholarship is out.
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Cute is What We Aim For's lead singer, Shaant Hacikyan, belts out a tune during Thursday's
Concert Knight. The concert had 8,000 people in attendance, and students got 4,400 of
those tickets for free at events before the show. The show was headlined by Fall Out Boy.

"The band you guys came
to see is the only reason
we're on this tour," Higgenson said. "They gave us
opportunity."
After each band, a 10minute interval preceded the
next band's performance.
Before Gym Class Heroes
took the stage, rapper Tyga,
the cousin of lead singer
Travis McCoy, warmed the
crowd up with a rendition of
"Crank Dat Soulja Boy."
When the band took the
stage, they brought a kind of
energy that was different
from the previous two bands.
Their musical style is a little
bit different too.
"I want to see everybody
in this place jump like someone is shooting bullets at
your feet,'' McCoy said to the
crowd of enthusiastic fans.
Throughout the performance, the singer chatted with
the audience and shared his·
fove of music.
"If music is a · drug, my
name is Travis McCoy and
I'm a [expletive . deleted]
addict," he said. ·
The stage was revamped
for the headlining performance from Fall Out Boy.
A giant TV screen and
two colorful sets decorated
the back of the stage. A platform was added for the
drummer, Andrew Hurley,
and each set was designed to
go with the theme of the tour.
The theme was based on the
popular children's book
Where the Wild Things Are.
Despite his broken foot,
bassist Pete Wentz kept the
energy going for the fans. He
even called a friend from
backstage to start a "circle

•

BANDS
FALLOUT BOY
Latest album: Infinity on High
I

GYM ClASS HEROES
Latest album: As Cruel as School
Children
PLAIN WHITE T'S
Latest album: Every Second Counts
CUTE IS WHAT WE AIM FOR
Latest album: The Same Old Blood Rush
with aNew Touch

pit" in the middle of the floor.
He called for the attention
of all the men in the audience -~
and encouraged them to start
the pit.
The band played a longer
set than any of the opening
bands and included the singles that blew up radio stations along with songs that
dedicated fans knew from
their earlier CDs.
One exciting element of
the show was the shooting of
flames onstage. Each time a
wave of fire erupted behind
the band, the energy in the
crowd grew more intense.
"It was very energetic, and
I liked it," said ft;eshman business major Cristina Johnson.
· "It was just a good show visually."
It was a success for the
Arena as well as for the students.
"I think the students-really
enjoyed themselves," said
Michelle Prabyk, an event
manager for the Arena.
"There is finally a facility foi:
students to be proud of."
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Located just 15 minutes from
the UCF campus
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We're proud of our
UCF Knights!
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